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The objective of this test program was to define the low speed longitudinal
 
and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of the MDAC Double Delta (HCR) Orbiter
 
Shuttle. The 4.0 percent scale model Double Delta Orbiter was tested in the 
McDonnell Aircraft Company (MCAIR) Low Speed Wind Tunnel during the period 
from 22 October through 26 October 1970. The configurations were tested over 
an angle of attack range from -100 to +200 and a sideslip angle range from 
.

-60 to +30 Nominal test conditions were at a dynamic pressure of 90 psf 





The McDonnell Low Speed Wind Tunnel is a closed circuit, single return, at­
mospheric tunnel with a test section 8-1/2 feet high, 12 feet wide, and 18
 
feet long. It is capable of a maximum continuous velocity of 240 mph with
 
a clear test section.
 
The tunnel circuit is 412.6 feet long and consists of two 164-foot legs and
 
two 42.3-foot legs. The entrance cone contraction ratio is 7.35 to 1 and
 
the total diffuser angle is 7.5° . Cooling is accomplished by a spray system
 
passing water over the outside tunnel shell.
 
The main drive motor, housed in a nacelle 30 feet downstream of the third leg
 
of the circuit, is a Westinghouse 1750 hp wound rotor motor equipped with a
 
liquid rheostat for coarse rpm control and a dynamic brake, coupled to the
 





The model was installed in the tunnel on the external pyramidal balance using 
the two-strut system shown in the model installation sketch. This balance
 
uses a push-rod and flexure arrangement to transmit forces and moments to
 
individual null balance scales. Sliding-beam weights, driven by servo motors,
 
balance the model forces. These forces are converted into digital readouts
 
in pounds and foot-pounds through an optical encoder and readout system.
 
The test was conducted by setting the tunnel to the desired dynamic pressure,­
the model was then pitched or sideslipped to the prescribed angle, stopped at
 
that position and the appropriate data recorded.
 
Transition strips, 0.10 inch wide, of No. 120 silicon grit were installed on
 
both surfaces of the wings and vertical tail at the 10 percent chord. The
 
fuselage transition strip was located 1.5 inches aft of the nose.
 
TEST CONDITIONS 
TEST MCArR LSWr 240 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMBER per t (pounds/sq==s) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
0. 206 /. x /0O 9Or 










t -5 0006lbs. 
t 16-00 lbs. 
t 7-5-0 ls. 
-1.- ",'ft.lbs. 
t+ ... -Z. zI./s. 
12-5-00 ft/s. 
3. 0 lbs. 
---. hs. 
2t I,. 4,ls._ 








Force and moment data were reduced to coefficient form in both the body axis 
and stability axis system. The model moment reference center was located at 
F.S. 50.65, W.L. 8.0 and B.L. 0.0. 
All force and moment data were corrected for wall effects, weight tares and
 
aerodynamic tare and interference effects. Test section dynamic pressure was
 
corrected for solid and wake blockage. Model base pressure data were reduced
 
to coefficient form and applied as an axial force correction.
 




Sref = Wing Wl planform area = 9.58.ft 2
 
1ref = Wing WI mean aerodynamic chord = 3.02 ft.
 
b = Wing W1 equivalent span = 3.54 ft.
 






























Elevon, outboard (EN2 extended 
















TEST MACAR LSWT2O DATA SET COLLATION SHEET 
0 PRETEST 
XDPVAR 0) POSTTEST 
DATA SET SCUD. CONTROL DEFLECTION NO. Cr-R FLAeP8
of -,IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION-
 a S H7IJ3 8 mB RUNS:1 -Zo 1/5 -/0 -W3 -A Q69N3 3 0 I 
RFDIO 431 W,' A 0 
Rcozo A;Wa 0 __ I Z4 
FP ;26 R _ A 0 0O I/ 
__O____ ____ g - 0 /& 
21 A/ b/7- V-E--- ---------------
B/ EW- -? /3 /oI 
JLiksVNEl3r - - -/ 7 Z4' - -#21z 
-"_____Ao_-_o_____ -- -"-I ­
? I I 
__ M jZ65-/ 2 ­
?C___ I t O zzllI 
_Si t ia z 
-3,5 A 0-
JC,-. , .. ...l , . . . . .8 .., . ... , . ., I. . . , .6j.L., ,r-. , . . lE ,,-p,.
COEFFICIENTS: -0 -IDPVAR(1)I IDPVAR(2)INDV 
a or 0 C1 A P5, 
SCHEDULES @: A = -?0 -4 ---3 0 
,TEST 	 MCA-r LStr Z.eO-DATA.SET DESCRIPTOR SHEET 
CURVE SLOPE RANGE 
IDENTIFIER 1 11 21 31 41E 5j LOWER LIMITP LI 
DATA SET 	 DATA SET DESCRIPTOR 

Cr0.4,, .8C Z1, C.p~ 11L~ 	 .. Ir.L 
22 	 ,S I, ,I1.,I, . ,,, ,. z:.r..,_,. ,. ,..,,.. , ... , .LJ/ .. ,..............I . .
 
I.. I.. . . ,, , . fl ,V. .... 	 1.. 
23/ .... I....I .... I... I . .. r. ... I. ... I.. ! , I.............. ,,//.. ... I .. ... !.
 
I II 
2 3. , I . , , . . , , ,. .. I . . 
, ., I . , I , ...... 

2 7 .,,. . . . , , I .. I_. . . . . . . _ .. 
S ...... ...... I .... I , , i ..... . .... I........ 
7 .. .. . .I . I ,, I, ,, .. I... . ..1 .. . .. 1... . r.... . ... .. .. 
3o31 , ., . . . . ..... ............ . INA..3 1... Id ... . .• I ... .. ... 
-30 ,I . . tI I . . . . I . . . I , , .. . , I '.. I , I I I I I .I I . . 
_,J " . ... , 	 .. 
I 5 	 , ,(1) I SEF(2) 21 LREF(1) 31 LREF(2) 41 3REF(1) 51 BREF(2) 1 XMRP(1) 71 NRP(2) 
. . , rI, (2) , ' (I) FT. . ' , , , ,I . . . .. . F . . . . 
pD . . I I , , . .. I ,lIi I l . S,, . 03.. 3 (20,. 





RCFr /a (3P r. 
7 13 
DATA SET PARAMETER NAME SHEET 
TEST MCAXrP, LS'T &qo 
PARAMETER NAMES (Format 1OA6) 









2SAL.5 .- PM1.--.--..-.-'. ' ,.. I., ,ir, i.. , ,. I - ., I , , ...... .t,,,r I ,,,,i,tItf , , I ., ,,,,' . .. . , . ... ,.. ,. • 
- .3 .... i 
....,,A, ,...... M 
AIZLr I I 
" I It t i 
,O,.. 




,I I I , 





































IiI , . . 
R O, 5.TA i,L,4,M, tIRJ.,JgO , w 
DATA SET PARAMETEL VALUE SHEET 
TEST MCArRLS)W/r a-qo 
DATA SET PARAMETER VALUE (Format OFS .3) 
IDENTIFIER1 9 17 25 33 41 49 51 65 73
 
/2 /,. ,C . .... ,, , ,, ., .,, , , .,,,,. I .......
 
2I ,.-l .,.., 1 .n114 1 11141I *4444J
 
00 3 i.....lo . . I....... e ,,|.. . . . . .
 
. .... , , ,,2. /,4,,7, [.,, ,,, ,,I , I,, . . .. ....... . I .. ... ,
 
Z9 . ... I ,I. ,... .. .. ,, ..... . . 
3022 I-144,4 6.1444441144, 1 ...... 4 . .. .. ..
3 

.3 . i.. I l I ,1 4 4 1 l4 4 4 4 i 4 , .4 ,1 I I l4I....
, . , , , I . 4 . . . , I,
 
3 3 t I I, II /10,.O1 ,1 i i i r 1 i ) . . . . . . . . . . .
 
, I-,/,, .,rI..II,.... . ......33 ,, 1 ,, It 
Rc F - 0., , ,, I,3,!,, ,,,, ,I , , ,. , , .,. .. . 




I. 	Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
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Figure 1. 	 Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 





All dimensions are model scale in inches. - funnel Ceiling
 










Forward "T" Bayonet ­




Main Strut - ---- Aft Windshield
 
Trunnion Centerline--jj Tunnel Floor 
























Note: 	 All dimensions are
 
model scale in inches.
 














Flap Ref. Plane 
Wing Ref. Plane eam Hlingline
 




All dimensions are model scale in inches.
 
FIGURE 4- WING (W3 ), LEVONS (ENI, EN3 ), AND BODY FLAP (l) 













All dimensions are model scale in inches.
 
.Reference: McDonnell Dwg. No. STS-03303 




MAC 311U tHLY 1 AUQ 09) 
MOCN y.,. AIfCAF COMp,4 
Trneition strip, (Nto. 1.20 grit, typ.)located at 10%chord on both upper and---e l3ve ur All diensli.s are eodel s eale in inches. 
w B73 
Reference: McDonnell Dwg. No5. ST3-03300, 
SiR STS-03301, and STS-03303 
Transition strips (No.
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All Dimensions are model scale in inches.
 
Ref.: McDormell Dig. No. STS-03300
 
FIGURE 7 - BASE-IRSSUIRE • ORIFICE LOCATIO.,, 
17
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MODEL COMPONENT: Lhr/, - PIER COo.-s ,PARCJAK OR8re 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LA 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 






Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge'
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent) 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 




















































,ooz .o ", 
3) . 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC - --
W.P. of .25 MAC 







MODEL COMPONENT: Et. VoN - I-/CF CRSrcp 









Inb'd equivalent chord 

Outb'd equivalent chord 





At Inb'd equiv. chord
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord
 














391.6 ZA1s. 'M 











MODEL COMPONENT: , L4V.a -- ,qCg oRsT-rg 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ECA 3 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 
Span (equivalent) 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movablesurface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 




















MODEL COMPONENT: D- Ap ,- Uce O9S .rtt 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: . 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area .1, F'T.z 41,ogl wNl 
Span (equivalent) 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
3Z1.6 54. 








Ratio mvaDie surface cnora/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord -- -- .. 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 








Area Moment (Normal to hinge line), PiW /r? 
22
 
MODEL COMPONENT: - - /uneC Ra R-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: R-3 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 
Span (equivalent) 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movabl e surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
'/. -- t" 
0 




















MODEL COMPONENT: V/er/CAL "r ,L - /cme Oev-e 





















Diehedral Angle, degrees 

Incidence Angle, degrees 























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 



























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 





















































































SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Ab base area; m ,ft ,in 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REFB Wing span or reference span; m, Ift, in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in 
c wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see or refl) 
c. g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
CA CAB base axial force coefficient, [ (P Pb) /q 
b ~ (Ab/Sref) 
CA CAF forebody axial force coefficient, C - CA 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 










C1 s CSL 























rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, M /q S b 
x, s ref 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M w/q Sref b 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M/q Sref Iref 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, C = C 
m,s m 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M w/q S iref 
normal force coefficient in the body axis 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
C CYN 	 yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, Mz/q Sre b
 
C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the stability





C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis
 
nlw 	 system, Mzw/q Sref b 
C CP 	 pressure coefficient, (p-p) /qP
 
C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis
 
Y system)., F/q Sref
 




axial force; N, lbFA 
FD drag force in wind axis system; N, lb 
F' drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb D 
FL 	 lift force (stability or wind axis system); N, lb 










L/D 	 CL/CD 
M 	 MACH 









side force; N, lb
 
normal to axial force ratio
 
reference length; m, ft, in (see a)
 








abbreviation for moment reference point
 

































pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; -N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the wind axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the body axis system;N-m, ft-lb . .". 
M 
w 











static pressdre; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/r 2 ; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m 2, psi, psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
wing area; m 2 ,ft2 
reference area; m 2 , ft2 
T 
V 
temperature; °K,.0C, OR, OF 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
























tail incidence positive when trailing edge 
down, deg 
of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; rm/sec, ft/sec 
angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
ratio of specific heats 
wing dihedral angle; deg 
surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 
rudder - trailing edge to the left 
flap - trailing edge down 
tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 
air density; K Irm3, slugs/ft3 
parameter name for left half inboard wing 
control surface, deflection, degrees, posi­
tive with trailing edge down.
 
parameter name for right half inboard wing
 
control surface deflection, degrees, posi­






SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
LH OBD parameter name for left half outboard 
wing control surface; deflection, degrees, 
positive with trailing edge down. 
EH OBD parameter mane for right half outboard 
wing control surface, deflection, degrees, 
positive with trailing edge down. 
FIAPB parameter name for body flap FB1; deflec­
tion, degrees, positive with trailing 
edge down. 
ELEVON wing control surface, deflectio degrees, 







0 pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
4 PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 




















elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 





A tabulated data listing-, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in three sections:
 
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) an expanded list of all data sets, containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, the resident dependent variables, reference
 
data, parameters and respective values, and independent varia­
ble ranges.
 
(c) the full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations: 
NASA AMES Mr. John Axelson 
NASA LaRC Mr. David Stone 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
NASA MSFC Mr. Jim Weaver 
MDAC (FAST) Mr. John Hrenak 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­






Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 










DATA REPEATIBILITY OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HCR ORBITER (02)
 






DEPENDENT -1N-DZPENDL"tT PlOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 1 I 
CLM .... A4P.-HA....... .-2.--.. 2- -
CD ALPHA 3 3 
LiD ALP- ---..... .- . -
COB ALPHA 5 s 
DATA REPEATIBILITY OF THE AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS OF THE HCR ORbITER (02)
 




DCFD20 D-CFD2 _... ...
 
DEPENDENT D P-ENDENT - -' PLOT-PAGE 
VARIABLE VARfIA'BLE BEGINNINGV'ENDING
 
CL CLM 6 &
 
CL C-f ..... ..- 7.- 1...
 
CLSQR CD .8 8
 
EFFECT OF A VERTICAL TAIL ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAqE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 9 9 
CLM .ALPHA [.-. 10 -
CD ALPHA I III 
L/D ALPHA 12 12 




EFFECT OF A VERTICAL TAIL ON THE HCR ORSITER(OZ) AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
 






DEPENDEN.T D-E - .N... .... P-LOT PA4E 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL CLM 114 1
 
CL . .. .. CD- -45. 16-
CLSQR CD 16 lb 
EFFECT OF A VERTICAL TAIL ON THE HCR ORBITER(O) AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
 








VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 17 17 
C-LI- A' PHA-.- S--I-- ---------
CD ALPHA 19 19 
-P-- .... .....
LID -~- - -2-0- -- ...---
COB ALPHA 21 21 
- .S.L. AlPWA 22 22 




DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE- - ...... BEG4-NNIN4- IESNING 






EFFECT OF A VERTICAL TAIL ON THE HCR ORBITER(D2) AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERIST;CS
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: -




VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING 1 ENDING
 
CL CLM 27 27 
CL . C O " -­28 -. 28- . 
CLSQR CD 29 29 
EFFECT OF CONSTANT SIDE SLIP ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) WING-BODY
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT'VARI.AQLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
DCFD IO . DC Lf ................. ... 
DEPENDENT ------. ND-END-FNT PLO-T-PAGE------
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL t ALPHA 30 30 
CLM AL--- .11----- 34-A 
CD ALPHA 32 32
 
-L/D AI PMA------ 33---- _-
COB ALPHA 3Q 3 
.-. ._-AL 3.__ ' _ ,- PHA 
CLN ALPHA 36 36 
CY .,ALPHA' . - 3Z 37 
EFFECT OF CONSTANT SiDE SLIP ON THE HCR ORBITER(2) WING-BODY
 




CCFD.O CCFD I I.-
-
DEPE-NDENT IUNDEPENCENT .. LOT--AE. 
VARIABLE VARIABLE - - BEGINNING / ENDING 
CyN ALPHA 38 38
 




EFFECT OF CONSTANT SIDE SLIP ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) WING-BODY
 








VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CLM 140 40
 
C-L SO-
---- -'4AL -f 
CLSQR CD '42 42
 
EFFECT OF CONSTANT SIDESLIP ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 

















LjD~.. .... .. . ALPHA 5 5 4*----
CDB ALPHA q7 '7 
...- - ALPHA 4R -A 
CLN ALPHA q9 q9 
Cy - _ALP-HA- ....--­ 50 - SO 
EFFECT' OF CONSTANT SIDESLIP ON THE HCR ORBITER(OV2
 






DEPENDE-N-T- INDEPENDENT ............. O-T--AE .
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING.,/ ENDING
 
CyN ALPHA S| 
....C ,. .. L A . 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
EFFECT OF CONSTANT SIDESLIP ON THE HCR ORBITERC02)
 




OCFDZ - DCED2Z_ --....
 
OEPENDENX .-. -DE-f T - - - -O- P-AGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL, CLM 53 53 
CL---------------CD.S q .... -i_ 
CLSQR CD 55 55 
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HCR OBITER (02) IN SIDE SLIP
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
DCFD23 .. tF_240.CFl 
_ 
DEPEND_NS- ... rnE -- A -

VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING/ ENDING
 
CL BETA 56 56 
CLM T C----7 g;. 
CD BETA 58 58 
L.D-/- .. -- - 9-....... 6$-
COB BETA 60 60 
CS-L ATA Al A1 
CLN BETA 62 62 
CY .... BETA .. . 
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HCR OBITER (02) IN SIDE SLIP 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
CCFD23 CCFD2A4.- CLEFf25- . ........ ..... .... 
DEPENDENT - INDE$ENOEN-T - -PLOT PAGE-
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEG.INNING / ENDING 
CBL BETA 6I 64 




EFFECT OF RUDDER(R3) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(O2) 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETR-IC STUDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
DCF.D26 Q.CFD20 ---. . . . 
DEPENDENt, -- NDEN6T- - - PL.Tl PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA 66 66
 
Co ALPHA 68 68 
LID ------ AtLHA-----------------.. &9 69 
CDB ALPHA 70 70 
... - C I . AiPHA _- 71 
CLN ALPHA 72 72 
C ...---- ALPHA.------- ....- 73 .3--. 
EFFEC.T OF RUDDER(R3) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITERCO2) 






DEPENDENT - LN-D-$E-N-D--NT ....... PLOT-PAGg-
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CyN ALPHA 7't 74 
CEL .. L-R.. ... - 7s 
EFFECT 'OF RUDDER(R3) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 




DCFD26 .DCED2 f. . . .-.. .... . .. ...
 
DEPENDENT . DrPE NT-------Pi.O-T -PAGE
-- . 

VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CLM 76 76"

r-L - _... ... . . . . .___.7.. . .. . .2 7 





EFFECT OF PART SPAN ELEVON(ENI) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
ECFD3O -ECFD2Z - - EFEfl.... -ZCFD20 
DEPENDENT ..- 4NDFEpLNDF.N4- PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
'CL ALPHA 79 79 
CLM. -- LE-tA . aO SO. 
Co ALPHA 81 81 
LID -- A-LPU-A. 82 42 
COB ALPHA 83 83 
EFFECT OF PART SPAN ELEVON(ENI) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(-02) 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY 
DATAsETS PLOTTED: 
ECFD30 £EFD2LC_. fl .E.fl2. 
DEPENDENT ....- DEPENoF-Nr. - ..- _-.PLOT- PAGE ----
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL CLM B8 8q 
CL -- - CD .S as-
CLSQR CD 86 86 
EFFECT OF FULL SPAN ELEVON(ENIEN3) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITERAO*) 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLEs 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIA L_ .-BaEGINNING t_.ENfING_. 
ACFD31 CL .AL$)HA -..... .... 87--- 8-7 
ACFD31 CLM ALPHA 88 88 
ACFD3I - C aD---- ALPHA AR A 
ACFD.3I L/D ALPHA 90 90 





EFFECT OF FULL SPAN ELEVON(ENIEN3) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORB-ITER(O2)
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE.
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE.. tRAL E-NNING. JENDA-N --
ACFD3 1 CL--... .. ... ..- C-L ........... ...-92 -- - 92 - --
ACFD31 CL CD 93 93 
-LCFD31..C-LSQR Cn 94 94
 
COMPARISION OF FULL AND PART SPAN ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBITERCO2)
 




TCED2I ..TCED27_._ .2.---Q------- -
DEPE-NDZNX -------.- .P- OT--P-AGE
NO- PZ.L-t --




_Ctt .. . L ~... .. . . . . . . . . 6 . .. . 
CD ALPHA 97 97 
L;D ... ALPA.. 9. . 98 
COB ALPHA 99 99 
COMpARISION OF FULL AND PART SPAN ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASET$
 
DATASETS PLOTTED; 
TCFD2B TCFDZZ ..... . ....... ..... . 
DEPENDENT - DEP;oNE-NT- PLOT PAGE-
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL CLM IOc IO 
.CL - -... ,-_--- .. 
CLSQR CD 102 102 
o-.". ~ . ~. . ~. ~. ..~. .~ . - -. . . . . .. . . . . . --.. . . 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF FULL SPAN AILERONCENIEN3') DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(O21 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE*DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
TCFT32 -- TCaD3....-- ..... 
DEPENDE-Nt -"..J-N-E-P-E-M.O-NgW-- ... R.4OT.-PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA 103 103 
CL L - - -. AL HA .... - --- 3 -- - -PHA 
CD ALPHA 05 105 
LJD - ---.- AkF!HA.- 404 106 
COB ALPHA 107 107 
-i-	- L AiPHA inA,. n -
CLN ALPHA 0? . 109 
Cy . ---. -­	-1 

EFFECT OF FULL SPAN AILERON(ENIEN3I DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
JCFT32 .-. 2 
DEPEN-DETN -.--. -E E-N-T ............--... -..1N0-

VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CyN ALPHA III 11
 
CaL--------------......... 12--. al -.-

EFFECT OF FULL SPAN AILERONIENIEN3) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITERCO2)
 




... - .. ...-TCFT32 TLED3F TCLF- . . . 
DEPENDENT " *---EPEDGEE-T---......... -TPKG& -
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING, 
CL CLM 	 113 113
 
. -
CLSQR CD 115 liB 





COMPARISON OF VARIOUS AILERON DEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBITER(OZ)
 




TCFD32 TCFDZS9. _TED2 _n
 
DEPENDENT .. 4NOE N.nF . LOT.PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 216 1)6
 
CLM AtPH1. -L4 117
 -. 
CD ALPHA 118 118 
L/D. . ..... KA _._1.-- - -- 119-- 149 
CDB ALPHA 120 120 
-- C SL- APHA 171 1214 
CLN ALPHA 122 122 
Cy --AL ------ - - 23 - - 123 
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS AILERON DEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES MULTIPLE DATA-SETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
JCFD32 J CJFDZ tJJ .20- .-
DEPENDENT--..- -LN-- P-AG--. 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CyN ALPHA 124 12q
CaL -- ALPHA- 125 125. 
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS AILERON DEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
TCFD3Z T C D 2-- .E .z--. .. . . . . . . . 
DEPENDENT -D-EN-NT- - - PL-- PA---
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL 	 CLM 126 126
 
CD ......
CL --- - -7.. -l-- -22 




EFFECT OF BODY FLAP(FBI) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE V&RIABJ.E -. BEGINNING I ENDING 
ACFD3q CL AL UA 129 129
 
ACFD34 CLM ALPHA 130 130
 
ACFD3 CfD AL . ... .. 3A.1 L _11
 
ACFD34 L/D ALPHA 132 132
 
ACFD34 CDB ALPHA ............ ---33 133
 
EFFECT OF BODY FLAP(FBI) 'DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(O2)
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS- DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE .VARIABLE.. BEGINNING / ENDING
 
ACFD3'i CL - CL.....13-4 134 
ACFD3q CL CD 135 135 
ACFD34 CiSQR CD 13A 13A 
COMPARISON .OFTHE HCR ORBITER(02 WI'TM BODY FLAP(FBI) AND WITH BODY FLAP OFF
 






DEPENDENT INDEPEflDENT- PLOI PAGE
 
VARIABLE V.ARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 137 137 
CLM .ALPHA -.-- .. '. 13 
C6 ALPHA "139 139 
L/D ALPHA 140-- .- 440 





COMPARISON OFTHE HCR ORBITER(D2) WITM BODY FLAP(FBI) AND WITH BODY FLAP OFF
 






DEPENDENT DEaENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CLM 1'42 IA2 
CL CD '.1.3 143 
'CLSQR CzD 149 1144 
EFFECT 	OF FULL SPAN ELEVON DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) WITH BODY FLAP
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTT-ED VARIABLE VARIABLE---- BEGINNifG I.ENDING
 
ACFD35 CL - . .- P--- .1-5 145 
ACFD35 CLM ALPHA 146 146 
ACFD35 CD HA J. .. -..
ACFD3S L/D ALPHA 148 398 
ACFD3S CDB ALPJIL.. -i -j9 Iq9 
EFFECT 	OF FULL SPA:N ELEVON DEFLECTION ON-THE HCR ORB-ITER(02) WITH BODY FLAP
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS 'DEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT*' DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE" B ,iNNJHJEN_ NDING
 
ACFD3S CL CL.M ISO - 150 
ACFD35 CL Co 151 151 





EFFECT 	OF PART SPAN ELEVONIENI) DEFLICTION ON THE HCR ORBITERC(02)
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIAS.E BEGINNING / ENDING
 
ICFD30 CL' ELEMON 153 I55
 
ICFD30 CLH ELEVON IS6 IS8
 
ICFD3O CD EJ WN.-------.159-- 16.
 
EFFECT 	OF FULL SPAN ELEVON(ENIEN3) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARI'ABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BE5INNING / ENDING 
ICFD31 CL ELEVON . 62 16" " 
ICFD31 - CLM ELEVON 165 167 
ICF D3 1 CD .. . .. . .. 1. . 
EFFECT 	OF FULL SpAN ELEVON DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITERID?) WITH BODY FLAP
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE .----- BEGINNING /-ENDING
 
ICFD35 CL ELEVON 1.74 173 .
 
ICFD35 CLM ELEVON 1711 176
 






LATERAL STABILITY DERIVATIVE FOR THE HCR ORBITER(02) WING-BODY
 




























































. I . Is
 
LATERAL STABI'LITY DERIVATIVE FOR THE HCR ORBITER(OZI
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
DcSLDB ALPHA 185 185
 









DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING
 
VCYNDB ALPHA ;88 , 18
 




RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS OF THE HCR ORBITERIo2)
 






DEPENDLNT INDRPFNnFNT , PrF
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
DcSLDR ALPHA 190 190 
.P.cLNDR ALPHA .. . L . -j.... ... . 




DEPEND&ENT. .4-RDEPENnFNT 2Lftl-_G .. . 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
DCYNDR ALPHA 193 193
 
S.DCBBLDR ALPHA 19M 19
 
AILERON EFFECIiVLNcbS ulp FHE HCR UNBIIER(02)
 
ULrENUENT vARIAdLE INDEPENUENT





QmPENULNT INUEPENUENT PLUT PAGE
 
VAiLAbLL VAflktLL dEfa,1NING / ENUING
 
UCSLVA ALPHA 195 195
 
uCLt4UA ALPHA 1i9 69e
 






UEPENOLNT INUEPENUENT PLOT PAGE
 
.... V- L VARIABLE OEUINN1NG / ENLIN,
 
UCYNOA ALPHA 198 198
 
uCaLUA ALPHA 199 191
 
hcgrv vrbk 4 
rskuir)FI4 Lt v bVerMDF6IF4I)$LM-brol 
-A­~CkDwwr6w V 
nCr Anv Vr1,-14V A9 
orhEtIflrw I THOt6RADE61rtI brni 6VOE 
nv~v2r12 krnhlEb!
 
nch,6EnEW I AV IV'qrE AZ2 xMDvrt 1r~tI AVKIVrlrES wfn Ibrr- DJVi v2Pr12 4WVr V Y 
___,03___V IFEgb& frtLqC I1\Flirp2 n I, IRjE HC gn NI I E KC 1__ 
PLOTTED D&TA 
- CFuWg - )IF6HY -
DCAVDH vrbHv 73 1b 
Avt~1vIrE Avg1vort 9EeImfl44 A EVDILIGe 





DCA\Dg vraH IrA, 
" ofw - "-- rhU6mv - flY6- 1,6 





DE.SEI4DEL4I A~givorE A2 IL OEbEMBEI AVISivUCE8 wnril6rE DVIVaEla
 






- V ----- ~-50---- ---
NASA -MS PC-MA F 






o 0.1 U 
0.5
 
-5-10 -5 a 5 10 t. 1520 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPJ&URATIOU DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(DCFZ0) Q LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR CRBITER(O2I BIW3V3 BETA 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQPT. 
(DCFDZI) 0 LSW7 24B 4.O PC HCR CRBITER(0Z) BIW3V3 LHINBD 0.000 RHINSD O.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
AILRO4 0.000 FLAPB 0.000 XMRP 4.210 FT. 
YNRF 0.000 FT 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
ELEVON 0.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER-CE 
PAGE 1 
.14 
















-2-5-10 - 5 1la 15 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 





L$WT 240 4.0 PC CR ORBITER(O2) 81W3V3 













AILROJ 0.000 FLAP,B 0.000 3XR,4.2210 FT. 
YNRFZMRF 0. 00000.6670 FT.FT. 
E LE VO O.Go SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 2 




1- . . 
--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- 1 . 
I - -'j 
t t 1I 
.30 
 IFr-I'] t 
I ______ 
.25 1 5 1 
[ I 
.[.
EC . . , 4 0 
I-0 [ I 4 . 2 ,T 
YMRJ 0 DOU FT:: 








- - - - - - -
--
DATA REPEAT.IBILITY OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HCR ORBITER (02)
 
- I 1 
- -I I~t	 7I1 

-- - l'I-- - - -------	 -- - - -- - -­
4 - -- --	 - -
II 
Sl ~ lI 
/ . 








 10r isi0 
--4 1 Z11 : 9 TC 2;SW ,1HROR 
I I ~ l. 
t 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SZT SYMBOL C FXGURAT1.ON DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IocFOO20 LS4 24Z0 4. PC CR0BT(2 1WV BETA 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REPS 9.5800 $0.FT. 
rOCPDEI) 0 LSW 240 4. PC HCR ORBITER(O0) BIW3V3 LIIINBO 0.000 RHINBD 0.000 REPL 3.0200 FT. 
AILRON 0.000 FLAPSB 




ZNRP U.O070 FT. 
ELVW 000SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE A 
DATA REPEATIBILITY OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HCR ORBITER (02)
 








}zzLi.1 .0 lL 
C
 
I I I - I 
- i-. 	 -_ ­
a: - .01;I I II 	 [I 




O')1 1 	 4II
 
-5 0 5. 10 15 20 25 
-.04 L L-­
-ANGLE 
 OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRICVALUE-S RrPERENCE INFORMATION 
(OCFOZO) () LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERiO2) 81143V3 BETA 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REPS 9.5800 S0.FT. 
(DCFDZI') (3 LSWI 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBJTERCOZ) B1W3V3 LHINBO 0.000 RHINBD 0.000 REEL 5.0200 FT. 
AILRON 0.000 	 PLAP,B 0.000 RF 3-5400 FT. 
YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
ELEVOW o.o0o SCALE 4.0000 PER CC 
PAGE - 5 
DATA REPEATIBILITY OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HCR ORBITER (02)
 










-0 . g . 0 -1 , € - 1 ° ­
-1-1 -D G Q . 2 -Q







.16 .14 .1a .10 .00 .00 .04 CIZ .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 0a -. 10 -. 12 -14 -. 16 -. i80-.20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
0ATA SET 5SYMBOL Co,!FI&URATIQN DESCRIFTaiO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-icrozo, C) LSWT 249 4.0 PC NCR OROITERCO?) 81W3V3 BETA 0.000 RUDDER -0.000 REFS 9.5000 SO.FT. 
Wae,,2 I LSWT 249 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER (02) BIW3V3 LHINBD 0.000 RHINBD o*gog REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT.AILRON 0.000 FLAF,S 0.000 XMRF- 4.221D FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
ELEVN 9:000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 6 














"0D .05 .10 is5 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT..CD
 





LSWT 240 4.0 PC MCR ORBITER(OZ) 813V3 















REFS 3.5400 FT. 
AILRON 0.000 FLAPB oaOa XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YNRP 0.000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
ELEVOi 0.00 SCALE 4.0000 FER CE 
PAGE 7 


























-0.31 1 fi 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATOJ DESCRIPTION . PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1D0Ft20) 0 LSWT 240 4.0 PC NCR ORBITER(02) BIW3V3 BETA 0.209 RUDDER 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
cICF21 ) 0 LSWT 2454.0 PC NCR ORBITER(OZ) BIW3V3 LHINBD 0.00 RHINBO O.000 REFL 3.0200 FT.REFB *3.5400 FT.
 





























15- -10 -5 0 5 t0 15 2D 25
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA STSYNOOL CONFIGURATION SCRIFTIN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IDCFOSS) C LSWT 240 4.0 PC NCR ORSITER(O2) BW3 BETA 0.000 . REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT, 
(0CF020) 3 LSUT 240 4.0 PC NCR ORBITER(02) 8IW3V3 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XHRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT: 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
ELEVO a.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 
 9 













- - - - - - - -
i-1 -10 - 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
oAiA SET SYMBOL C0NFIURATION DESCRIPTON PARAMETRIC VALUES 
aDCrDIo) C LSWT 240 4.0 PC MCR ORBITER(02) B5W3 BETA 0.000(DCFDZO) 0 LSWT 240 4.0 PC NCR ORBITER(02) B1W3V3 
ELEVON 0.000 
15 20 25 
REFERENCE* INFORMATION 
REFS 9".5s00 SQ-FT. 
REFL 3.0zo0 FT. 
REPF 3.5400 FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YNRP 0.0000, FT. 
ZMRF 0.667D FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 10 
EFFECT OF A VERTICAL TAIL ON THE HCR ORBITERC02) AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
 













15 111 -1D 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBOL C FGURATICW DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
I--CFDIO- LSWT 240 4.- C HCR OR-BITER(02--W3 BETA - 9.5800 SOFT.
-.- REFS 

(DCFOD) 0 LSWT 245 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(OZ) Bl 3V3 REFL 3:D20D FT:
 




YMRF 0 GOODD FT, 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT:







EFFECT OF -AVERTICAL TAIL ON THE HCR ORBITERC02) AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
 
• I I ] ---H-'...
 







1]1 -[ - -­--- ~
 
S 1 10 120 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 







Z40 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) 81143 
?40 4.0 PC CRORBTERC0ZIBEVL I 




REB 3.5400 FT. 
XMP 4.2210 FT. 
YMP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMP 0.6670 FT. 
ELEVON 0.000SCL 4.0a P C 
PAGE 12 
- --




- --- ,-.--F:-4-" -h 












5-To 5S 0 5 01205 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO0L CONFI&URATIc.J GESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.5800 S0.FT. 
(00F020, 03 LS'4r 245 4.0 PC NCR ORSITERtOZ1 IW13V3 REFI 3.020a FT. 
















- - - -
1 
EFFECT OF A VERTICAL TAIL ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
I::.-1 .... ;rJ144tL.-. 








I It I IIl l l l t l l l"" *
 







0.5 	 0.04 
UI I tr- 

0.2----­
•~ ~~~~~~~~ l III 	 I I IIIII 	 II~llllI I 

o 0.1 F(-I­
- 0 .2 ­
-65.18 .14 .12 .10 .08 .05 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 0-.12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 186-.20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES" REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I0V00 , 0 LSW1 240 4.0 C NCR ORBITE(02) 8±i13 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5000 Sq.FT.
cbcroZO, o LSWT 240 4.0 PC NCR ORBITER(021 81143V3 	 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REPS 3.5400 i--. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
ELSYON - .000 SCALE 	 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 14 






I-- . - - - - - - - ­
-0.2 
-gI A I 
.00 .05 .tO .15 .?a .2T .30 .3 .40 
'DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(0CF0103 0 LSWT 245 4.D PC MCR COI1TER(O2 BIW3 BETA 0.0)0 REFS 9.58 0 SQ.FT. 
COCFDOZI 0 LSWT 210 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(OZ) BIW3V3 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 9.0(00 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 


















- oos 0.1-.213 .25 .30 .35 .40 
: DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
DATA SE SYMBOL CONFIGURATrON DESCRIPTION PARAMETRI'C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
iEZ510101- 0 LSWT 249 4.C PC HCR CQBITERfO2) 81143 BETA 0:000O REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
jqLCFZO) 0 LSWT 24U oD PC HCR ORBITER(OZ) 811,3V3 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XHRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
ELEVON 0.000 SCALE. 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 16 
EFFECT OF A VERTICAL TAIL ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
 
1.0 ___ 















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES-





LSWT 240 4.0 
LSW? 240 4.0 
PC NCjR ORBITER902) 
PC HCR ORB! TER (02) 
8IWS 
81W3V3 






REFB 3.'540a FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
TMRP a.0000 FT. 
ZMRF D.6670 FT. 
ELV U00SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 17
 
EFFECT OF AVERTICAL TAIL-ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
 



















n - 5 o 5 
ANGLE-OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DCATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IOCFDIJ) C LSWT 240 4.0 PC 8CR OR8ITER(O2) SIW3 BETA - 3.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 






ZMRP . 0.6670 FT: 
ELEVOR 0.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 18 













is -t 5 
15-1 1 1 2
 
ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C~hNFIGURATION DESCRIFTIOft PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CFOIZ, C LSWU'2AD 4.0 FC HC7- ORSITER(023 81143 BETA - 3.009 REFS 9.5800 -SQ.rT. 
D0CFDaZZ 0 LSWT 24(3 4.0 PC NCR QR8ITER(O2) SIW3V3 REFL 3.0200- FT. 
FT.3.5400
REFS
XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMR? 0 .6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
ELEVOH 0.000 
PAGE 19 
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EFFECT OF A VERTICAL TAIL ON THE HCR ORBITERU02) AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
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PAGE 21 
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I 1 '.CDJ l l
 L0-- - - - -­
-C' [ I . I I I ] 
ANGLE OF ATAK LH. - D1E111,--E1 ­<~ ,.1------------------------------, - - - ,- - -- -
E YMO] 1 CNIURTO DECITO AUS EEENEIFOMTO. PARMETIC 

-.03 l '.J l l l
 
.00 I l . , 0.000l , 

ANGLEIFATAKLPHA]lEGREE
OAAS1SI8L CEFGRTO ECITO I . IPAI T1C1 1 1 1ERNE NFRATO 




- RELB 3I 0.FT0 
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" ! i 
- ios 152-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO=N DESCRIPTION P'ARAMETRIC VALUES 
,DCFD11) o LSWT 240 4,.5 PC HCR ORSITER(0Z) 82145 BETA - 3.000 
"DCFD22 LSWT Z40 4.9 PC HCR ORBLTER(0Z) BlW3V3 
*REFB 
Z .0O 00 5T. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.5600 SQ.FT, 
REFL 3.0290 FT. 
3.5400 F T . XRW 4.210 FT 
PAGE 22 
.040 













- - .02. 
o 02 
Z -. 025T 
-015 
 501 02 
>- -. 030 
-. O35 
.040-15 -±0 -5 0 10 15 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





ZMUF 0.6670 FT. 




































-15 -to 5 0 5 IU 15 20 25
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET $YSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIONE FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CFDOl) 0 LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) 8IW3 BETA - 3.000 REFS 9.5800 SGFT. 
lctFr22o 0 LSWT 240 A.0 FC HCR ORBITER(02) 81W3V3 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
X1RF 4.2210 FT. 
YNRP 0.BUBB FT. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
ELEVON -0.00P 
PAGE 24 




























" -. 0±5 
-. 0 15 -10 t 15 a 25 





SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
Q LS3T 240 4.0 PC NCR ORBITER(O?) B143 





REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XNRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
ELEVOW 0.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 25 
.EFFECT OF A VERTICAL TAIL ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
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 1 01 02 
REF 3.54--E
 
-. 1-s-In - 5 0 5' 10 - 15s 2 25 
-
~ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,. DEGREES mR 4220 T
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENqCE INVORNATION 


























0.0	 L J. 
1 .- . 20le .24 o .08 .06 .04 .02 .00 -o0Z -.04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -112 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COHFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cDCFDIu) 0 LSWT 240 4.0 PC MCR ORSITER{OZ) BIW3 BETA - 3.000 . REFS 9.5810 SQ.FT. 
































,Si~r240 4.0 PC HCR ORSITER(O2) 




DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA - 3,000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.5$00 . S.FT. 
REEL 3.0200 FT. 
RMF 3.5450 FT. 
XMRP 4 2210 FT 
YMRP 0.0000 IFT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
4.0000 PER CE 
IPAGE . 2 
















o .05 .10 .15 .20 -. 2& .30 .35 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0FIGURATI0 DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(DCFDI) 0 LSWT Z40 4.0 PC MCR ORBITER(02 BIW3 BETA - 3.000 REFS 9.5800 Sg.FT. 
DCFDZZI 0 LSWT 240 4.0 FC HCR ORBITER(O2) BIW3V3 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YRFP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.000 PER CE 
ELEWP 0.000 
PAGE 28 







o 5 lo5015202 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SY1480L EETA IPARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
YMR- 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
DAA-S-CD SCALE 4.000G PER CE 
LSWT 24b 4.0 PC H-CR ORSITER(02) 81W3 tOCFD1Q) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 30 
---
EFFECT OF.CONSTANT SIDE SLIP ON THE HCR ORBITERC02) WING-BODY
 
.14 ­














ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATEON 
0 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 9.5000 S0.FT. 












zMRF a .6670 FT. 
DAAMS. OE VSCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBTTERCO2) 81W3 COCFO1O) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 
 31 
EFFECT OF CONSTANT SIDE SLIP ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) WING-BODY
 










s5 1 	 10 
ANGLE QF ATTACK. ALPHA. QEGREES
 
SYt4SOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES -REFERENCE 	 INFORMATION 
S 	 .00 . 
REO 3.54U0 Fr. 
XHRF 4.2210 FT
 
YNRP 0.0000 FT.. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA HCST. C~oDE V SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
L .WT 240 4.0 PC H-CR CRBITER(02) BiWS 	 MUM~l) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 32
 








1-1 505 10 - 15 20 25 
ANGLE -OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES -­
syNSol. BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 0.000 ELEVOl 1.000 REFS 9.5800 SO.FT. 
0 3.0V REFL . 3.0200 FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YNRP 0.0 000 FT. 
ZHRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. COVE V 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) 61W3 COCFOIO) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 33 
OF CONSTANT SIDE SLIP ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) MING-BODY
 
.a: 4 I I I- L I  f " l'-*­
2 I I I - -I I Vt 
n I i 










[I --.0:: .0 
3 .REFS .5400 FT
 




DATA MIST1. CODE V 
ZMRFP 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
 
LSWT 240 4.0 Pe H-CR ORBITER(02) BiW3 (OCFO1Q) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 34
 
















is5 -10 -50 10 Is 20 Z5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYms SETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0,00D ELEVOH 0.000 REFS 9 5800 SQ FT.0 - .000 RFFL - 3:0200 FT: 
REFB 3 5400 FT. 
XHRF 4.2210 FT: 
YHRP 0.O000 FT. 
ZMRP 0 ...7 FT. 
DATA MIST. CODE V SCALE N.00 FER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) BIW3 (DCFDIO) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 35
 


















"°°15 - ,-	 O 5 10 15 20 25 
•.-" 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
$yiSL ET ARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 	 £LEVOfl . 0.000 REPS 9.5800 SQFT, 
- .0 0IREFL 3,0200 FT . 
XNRP 4.2210 FT, 
YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
-S- CALE 4.0000 PER CE 
DATA MIST. COD V 
U WT 240 4.0 Ft.HCR ORBITERCO2) 21W3 	 (OCFDOO 08 JAN 71 PAGE iS
 
- - - -


























s1- - 5 0 5 10 	 20 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SY4BOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 	 .0.000 ELEVOIN 0.000 REPS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
- 000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT.YRfF D0000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.66?0 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
DATA MIST. CODE V 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) 81W3 	 COCFD1O)- 08 JAN 71 PAGE 37
 
---- 
*EFFECT OF CONSTANT SIDE SLIP ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) WING-BODY
 
I "--"




.1 : -r 
z ­
.00 4 F 
Z.t 
1i] .000 
2 5 5 is20J'­
xEF.. 020 FT.
r -,.015 
0 -. 020 




4.15-. -10 - 5 , 0 5 10 I5 20 ;5 
-- ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DIEGREES
 
S,tlaOt BETA ,PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ii .000 E.EVO" 0.000 REFS 9.5800 kQ.FT. 
§ - 310P0 REFL 3,0200 FT. 
3.E5400 FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YNRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA HIST. COOE T SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 f5C RCR ORBITERCO2) 61W3 [(CCFOIO) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 38
 
- -
























o~ -- ~ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -­-- 0 - -- --
0 . 000 CEC .0,RF .80 S. 
z3 - 0 -.-RF 0 T 
Z~~~~~ .p :000 FT.=-----------------
A NGL0 F-10 FT 
ANGLEAOF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SflBOL 2ETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 0.000 ELEVc*N 0.000 REFS 9.5000 S0.FT. 
O-3.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
- REPS 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2IO FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 Fl. 
ZMRF 0.6670 Fl. 
OATS MIST. CODE T SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) BIW3 CCCFD1Q) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 39
 










.1 .14 .12. .10 .08 .0 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -.08 -.,0 -,12 .14 -.1- -. 1 -. Z0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYNSOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
p o0ooo ELEVON 0.000 REPS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
- s.009 
- -- -F-. REFL 3:02005 0 FT.FT. 
XNRP 4.2210 FT. 
YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.667 FT. 
OATA MIST. CODE SCLE 4.00.ERC 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) 61IW3 COCF010) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 40 






















SYMBOL BETA. FARAOETRIC VALUJS 





DATA HIST. COD V 






.34 CALE1 .35NR 0.60 T .40 
REFERENCE INFOR4ATION 
REFS 9.5800 $Q*FT. 
REFL 3 0200 FT, 
REFS 3o5400 FT: 
XNRF 4 .22,10 FT. 
YMRF 0 0000 FT* 
ZMRF 0:6670 FT: 
SA.L 0 PR' 
JAN 71 PAGE 41
 
- -- - - - - - - - - - -















SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION

c0.000 ELEVON 0.000 
 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 







ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA "115. CDE V SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240-4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BW3 (DCFDIO) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 42
 














" IT a1 5 In 15 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 ELEVYO 0.000 RUDDER ,0.00 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
o - 3.000 LHINSO 0.000 RHINBO 0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 






ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. COE V SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 




















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA -PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
*0 0.000 ELEVOW 0.000 .RUODER 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FI. 
p.1,80 0.00REFL 3.OECD FT.





SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
DATA MI1ST. CODE V 
t.SWT 240 4-'0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) -61W3V3 CDCFD20) 08 JAN 71 PAGE' 44 
EFFECT OF CONSTANT SIDESLIP ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)

.4a . _ '_1 
-" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­











I 10 -5aS111 0 
SYL BETA PAAERCVLE"EEEC NOMTOI -ii-
LI5
 
,F ,: Z, 7 FT
 
2 IU.0 PHI . RINSO 0.0 RPL1 3J FT.
0 .oOO LEUDERYNOREFS 0.0000 S FT.
 
DATA0 MIS 00 RUODE 0. 








LSVT 240 4.0 PC f-CR ORBITERCO2) B1W3V3 'CCF2O) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 45
 











ANGL OATKALH, DEGREE 
-o 
-8 






MISTA CODAETC VALE 
.0 ELEVHR O!I0 RO02 0.000V 











EFFECT OF CONSTANT SIDESLIP ON THE CR ORBITER(02)
 
.°.~~ ...... ~ . ~ I fit 
I- -­






ANGL OF ATAK ALH.DERE
 
V 
SYMBOL" BETA FARAHETkIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.o00 ELEVOW 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFS 9.5800 so.FT, 
- 300D.OQ LHNBR I D OOO
.REF EFLS 3.0200a5400 F T .FT
AILRON 0.000 FLAFD r.990 XMRF 4:2210 FT: 
YMRP a GOOD0 FT. 
ZMRP 0,6670 FT: 
SCALE 4 .0000 PER CE 
DATA MIST. COE 

LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) BIW3V3 (0CFD20) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 47 " 
0 
EFFECTIOF CONSTANT SIDESLIP:ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 













-15 -1 a5110202 





.0000.0 LF, .00RF 

,10 . - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 
: ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
SyMBOL SETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 








ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
- SCALE 4.000 PER CE 
DATA 2 STP COVE V 
LASWT 240 4.0 PC f-ICR ORBITERCO2) 21W3V3 CIJCFO2O) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 48
 
.040 


















I) -. 015 
o" -. 020 
S*D 
Z.0Z$0 













DATAO MIST. CODAETI VALE 
LST20 40 PCEV 0.CR RUDER2 
SYMBOLETATPARMETRICVALUSCEFEL 




























1iG - -5. 5 Is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
"P.090 ELEVOM 0.0P FUDDER 0.0o REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
0 - 3.000 LHINSD 0.000 RNINBOD 0.000 REBFL -3.0Z00 FT. 
AILRON 0.000 FLAPFB 0.O0 b.E00 XMRP 3.54004.221  FT.. 
YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
" ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST CODE V SCALE 4.0000 
FER CE 
LSWT 240-4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02J BW3V3 - DCFD20) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 50 
.040 
EFFECT OF CONSTANT SIDESLIP ON THE HCR ORBITERC02) 












-.- 10 0 10 15 20 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA -FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER 0.00D REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
D - 3.000 LHINBC 0.000 RHINSD 0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
AILRON 0.000 FLAF,0 0.000 REFSXNRF 3.54004.2210 FT.FT. 
THRP 0.000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT: 
DATA MIST, CODE r SCALE ...... R 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BIW3V3 CCCFD2O) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 51 
5 
- - - ---------- - - --
EFFECT OF CONSTANT SIDESLIP ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)-






l i.bs. -I I 	 " +
 
LLI 
"=Er - 7 
I r 
-,10 I 	 a o1 	 D2 
"-ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA FARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 0 .o0 ELEV ON O . 000 RUD ER O.PO u 	 REFS . 580 S .FT.
 
tj 	 - .000 LM1466 6.600 R14INSO boaDo REFL 3.0200 FT. 
AILRON biood FLAPB 0O001) REFB 3.5400 FT,XHR3 4 2210 FT .
 
YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DAAHIS ,ICODE T SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
-L9WT 240 4. 0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) (SlW3V3 (CCF020) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 52 
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DATA MIST. CODE V SAL 00 
FRC 
LSW.-T 240 4.0 PC HCR £JRBITERCO2) 81W3V3 C50F20) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 53 











an .05 .10 .15 .20 	 . .4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
$Y.4a0L BETA FAR4HETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONI 
P 000 ELECV"* 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFS §.SS00 SQ.rT. 
3.000 	 -~NDl 090 RIS .u REFL 3.0200 FT. 
0000p -3. 0 NIODRnNSD1 0.00REFB 	 3;5400 FT.
 
AZLRCN 0.005 	 FLAP,8 0.000 






SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
 
DATA MIST. COEE V
 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) 61W3V3 COCFO2O) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 54
 


















-o' 0 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
SYMBOL BETA FARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 0.000 ELEVO4 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
- 3.000 LHINBD 0.000 RHINSD 0.000 REFL 3 0200 FT 
AILR. 0000 	 REFS 3.5400 FT. 




DATA 	 HIST. CODE SCALE 4.0000 FER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) BIW3V3 	 DCFD20 08 JAN 71 .PAGE 55
 








SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SyMqOL ALFPNA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCEC INFORMATION 
o 	 ..009 £LEVON 0.000 REFS 9.5000 SQ.FT. 
8.00REFL 3.0200 FT. 
o Lz.000 	 Xm1RP 4.2Z10 FT.Y-RP 0.0000 FT. 
-HRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MTIPSCALE 4.0000 FER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR 	ORBITER(02) 81W3V3 CJCFT23J 08 JAN 71 RAGE 
 56 
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HCR OBITER (02) INSIDE SLIP
 
































REFS 9.5600 SQ.;]. 
REFL 3,0200 FT. 
3.5400 FT: 
4.2210 FT. 
YNRP a,00a FT. 
ZHRF 0.670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) 61W3V3 C0CF023) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 57 
AERODYNAMIC-CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HCR OBITER (02) INSIDE-SLIP
 















o 	 TI I 

ERE	 +
SIESI ANL.BTA 	 ---- ­
.10P 	 0 660 F
 
-rT -0 -5 	 2- 04-

SIDE.SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SDATL ALPHA PARAETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORATION
 
o 4.000 ELEV .000 	 REFS 9.5800 Q.FT
0 8.000 	 REEL 3.0200 FT.
 
o 	 12.000 , HF 4.2210 FT. 
YNRF 0,0C00 FT. 
VAR? 0.6670 FT. 
ATA IST. COE VS 
 A E 4. D F R E
 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) 81W3V3 C0CF023) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 58
 
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HCR OBITER (02) INSIDE SLIP
 
113 - -~ -r4 ­




- I I I, 1 1
 
-et 	 . -- - - -- -- ---- --- -- -- -- -­
-G 
 IT 	 I
 
]- -4 -3 -2 1 	 1 23
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPIA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 4.000 ELEVON 01000 	 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.
o .000 	 REFL 3.0200 FT. 




ZNRF 0.660 FT. C 
DAT "1T.coo vSCALE 4.0000 FERC 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITFRC02) RIW3V3 CDCF0233 08 JAN 71 PAGE 59
 
------------------
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HCR OBITER (02) INSIDE SLIP
 
- - - -:-. - - -. -












SJ&ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMHATION 
a 4.009 EI.eVO4 0.600 REFS 9.5800 8Q.FT.
b 6.000 REFL 300 T 
o - IZ.000 XMRP 4,2210 FT. 
- Y0P 0,0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0,8870 FT. 
DATA HIS?. CODEC SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC FICR ORBITERCO2) 61W3V3 C0CP023) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 60 

























-. 01 -8" -5 i -4 - -2 -.1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA0 DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALP)4A PARAMETRIC VALUIES. REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 4.000 ELEVOa 9.000 REFI 9.5800 SlFT. 









YMRP 0.0000 FT: 
DATA MIST° CODE v ZNRPSCALE 0.66704.0000 FT.FER CE 
LSWT- 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) B1W3V3 CDCF023) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 
 61 
.035 





















Z -. 015 
Lii 
-025 7 
-,4?-G -3 -4 -3 -2 -1 01 2
 








REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT, 
li .Dog REFLREFS 3.0ROO3.5400 F T -F . 
o 12.000 XHRFYHRF 4.22100.0000 FT.FT. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA HIST. CODE V SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR DRBITER(02) B1W3V3 CDCFD23) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 
 62 
-01 














SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALLE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 4.000 CLEVOIN 0.990 REFS 9.5800 SO.FT. 






YMRF 0.O00O FT, 
ZMRF 0:6670 FT: 
DATA MIST. CODE v SCALE 4,10 000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER[02) BIW3V3 CDCFD233 08 JAN 71 PAGE 63 
.AERODYNAMiC-CHARACTRISTICS OF THE HCR OBITER (02) INSIDE SLIP









Ock -. 005 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA.'DEGREES
 
SYMOL: ALPHA ARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.000 LEON 0,000 REFS 9.5800 SO.FT. 
REFL 3.13200 FT.0 8.000 
0 2. REFS 3.5490 FT.
 
X200XMRF 
 4.2210 FT 
.
 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. CODE T SCALE 4.90D PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER102) BIW3V3 CCCFD23) 08 JAN 71 PAGE ,64 
.035 





















-- -5 -.4 -.3 - -1 0 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SIHSOL ALPHA FARAHETRJC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
4.000 ELEVON 0.000 	 REFS 9.5800 SOFT. 
o 2.00 	 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
0 ZODREFS 	 3.5400 FT. 
o 	 ±2.000 XNRP 4.2210 FT. 
?NRP O.O00O FT. 
ZHRP 0.6670 FT.SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
 
DATA MIST. CODE T 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORB1-TERCO2) B1W3V3 CCCFO23) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 65
 
0 








no ELVO R. 0 BT .0 
-0.4 
-D -10'-5 	 5 ID15 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPtiA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
INFORATIO
.t20.000 ELEVON *. BETA 0.000 	 REFERENCED 

0.000 	 REFS 9.5800 5Q.FT.

9.000 	 REFL 3.0200 FT.
 







DATAMIST.COD V 	 SCALE 4,9000 PER CE
 
LSWT 240"4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02J B1W3V3R3 CDCFD2SJ 08 JAN 71 PAGE 6
 


















I -. 10 
REERNE NFRATO 
SYUQL10ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYBL RUODER. FARAMETRIC VALUECSRE RNC IFOMT N 
0 20.000 ELEVOJ 0.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
S 0.00 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 Fr. 
XNRP 4 2210 FT. 
YNRP 0.10c00 FT. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MZST. CODE V SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) 81W3V3R3 C0CF026) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 67 
.EFFECT OF RUDDER(R3.)DEFLECTION ON THE HGR ORBITER(O2
 
.40 1 I r 
IJII
I I 	 I I 'i 
t25 

- -	 I 
ui .20 
0 
< LL 	 -- --
U. I -I------- -:-- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - ­
19 -10 - 5a 	 111 15 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA" DEGREES
 
SYMB0L 	 RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
P0.000. ELEVON 0.000 BETA 0.090 REFS 9 "800 SQ.FT. 
0 .090' REFL 3:0200 FT. 
'" REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0OO0 FT. 
ZNRF 0.6670 F I. 
DATA MIST. CODE V SCALE 4 0a()D PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) BIW3V3R3 CDCFD26] 00 JAN 71 PAGE 68
 
1 	 f 
EFFECT OF RUDDERCR3) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
IA tA OF A. 

I ii 
SYMBOL RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 20.00B ELEVON 0.000 BETA 0.900 REFS 9.5600 4QFT. 
Q .QOREFL 3.0200 FT. 
0REFS 
 3,5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT: 
YMRF 0,.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0 .,6670 FT: 
SCALE 4.00OO PER CE 
DATA HIST. COD V 
-LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(023 BIW3V3R3 CDCFD26) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 
 69 
iEFECT OF RUDER3I .OERECfiON ION THE UHR ORBT ERtn2g
J - . 4, I ,AJS i 
![ I1wlt
,04 I' I ' 

















A. LJ I..1 
.03 
 11 15 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
q 
tY5LRUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2099EEO 0.0 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5809 SQ.FT. 
2.g0o? ELEV( 0.0.00FT 






SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
 
DATA HIST. COR 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(O23 81W3V3R3 (OCFO2G) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 70
 











t I I] 
-j 
- .010 
z .. 00a e ' 
.000 
-005 RF 
0 .89 S.-M±0 2000 000 BT .9DRF -LVN DOD FT: 
±-50 15 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACKi ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyDBOL RUDTER FARAMST.C C VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
o 20.00 LV f O0 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SO.FT.o 0.000 REFl 3.-0 T 
XNRP 4.2 i0 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000O FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CEDATA MIST. COVE V 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) 61W3V3R3 (0CF0263 08 JAN 71 PAGE "71
 













pj -. 01­0toUJ 
-. 033 
-34 	 at 5 10 1520 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
,AYHVOL 	 RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





YRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZRRF 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
DATA 205 . COVE V 




















L 5-. 01 







































REPS 3.5400 PT. 
CNHRP 4,2210 PT. 
?HRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT.
 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CC
 
LSWT 240 4.o'PC HCR ORBITERC02) BIW3V3R3 CDCF026 08 JAN 71 PAGE 
 73 




















C 023 > 
-. 030 Fit 
-. 040 2 
-15 -to ­ 0 	 10 15 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYBOL RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
b 20.000 ELEVON-J 0o000 BETA - 0.000 	 REFS 9.5800 $QFT. 
0.000 	 REFL 3.0200 FT.
b 	 REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT.DATA MST. CODE T 	 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC023 6IW3V3R3 [CCFD26) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 74
 




















ANL. OE TSCL 
2040P O RIE(2 













































oSW 24.0040 ELVC 
DATAPHA 
0.00O BETA02 0.00V3 
DEGREESDE 
0800 JAN71 REPS23 PAG.7 
--

















.16 .14 .12 .10 .08 .. 5 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 00 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM -

SYMBOL RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q~20.B0 ELEVO, 0 0,000 000REFS BETA 0.00 REFS REFL 
REF S 
9.5800 




XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZLRT 0.66.0 FT. 
DTMITCOE VSCALE 4,0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC H-CR ORBITERCO2) 61W3V3R3 * DCF02G) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 1 














SYMBO1. RmDER FARAMETRIC VALIJES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 











DATADIST. CCEE v 	 SF
 
LSWT 240'4 0 PC HCR ORBITER023 B1W3V3R3 CCFO203 08 JAN 71 PAGE 77 





























XMRF 4.221"0 FT. 
YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA HIST. CODE V SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO22 61W3V3R3 COCFO2G) "08 JAN 71 PAGE 78 
EFFECT OF PART SPAN ELEVONCENI) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
















-15 -10 - 5 05 10 Is 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVOW PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
()- 30.000 LM OBD 0.000 R" OBO 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SG.FT. 
0 - 20.000 $ETA 0.000 REFL 3.0M0 FT. 
REFS 3 5400 FT.
S - 10o000 
 XMRP 4:2210 FT:
 




DATA MIST. CWC V SCALE 4 .000, PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BlW3V3EN1 (ECF03U 08 JAN 71 PAGE 79
 




















I 2015 -1D - 55 10 15 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYM9OL ELEVO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 LH OD 0.000 RH OD 0.000 REFS 9.5000 SQ.FT. 
20.000 BETA 0.000 REFLREFS 3 .02003.5400 FT.FT. 
o XMRP 4.0210 FT. 
A 0.000 





DATA IT COOE 0 
,USWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) BIW3V3ENI CECFO3O) 08 J.AN 71 PAGE 80 
- - - - -
--------------------- - ---
iii 












o - BEA0.00 0.00 

CS- - - -	 - -0-- - - - ­
o ­±0.000 
A - 02.O £T ,000 

SYX8O ~ DAT MLIST, CODAETCVLESRFEICINOATN
 
LSW 24 4..00	L 0P0 0.00 BTR 00 90.000~l 

DATA HIST, CODE V
 












































) -11 ,1 
ANGLE. OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNBOL ELEVOfl FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOSMATrON 
O - 30.000" LN OBD 0.000 RM oeD 0°0D REFS 0.5800 SQFT
-',O.00REFLg OD TA 3"'.0200 FT. o- - 20.000 ETA3.5400 FT. 
0 - 10.000 XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
0.000 YNRP 0.00DO FT. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
A SCALE 4.0000 PER CC 
LSWT 240 4.0.PC HCR ORBITER(023 BIW3V3ENI CECFD30) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 82
 




~IfI I I Ii- ­
.04 






- .05 -1 112 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBSOL ELCVON AAMTI VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
30.00V LII00 '0.000 RH 080 0.000 REFS 9.5000 S0.FT. 
o-20.000 BETA 0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
o-10.000 REB 350 T
 
A 0.000 YI'RP 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRF a.6670 FT. 
DATA "IST. CODE yV SCALE 4.0000 PER Ce 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) B1W3V3EN1 (ECFD3O) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 83 




















.- 0- .14 .12 .10 .08 .0 .04 .02 .00 .02 -.04 -.06 -. -. 10 --12 .-14 --16 -. 18 --- 0
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 




o - 50.000 L14 050 0.000 RN 0B3 0.000. REPS 
 9.5800 SQ.Fr.





-L .00 . XHRP 4.2210 FT. 
0.YRP 0.0-00 FT. 
ZRP 0.670 FT. 
DATA MIST. COVE v SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) 21W3V3EN1 CECFO3O) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 84
 











-0.3,O.0 05 .10 .13 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMaOL ELEVOf 

o - 30.900 LH 060 0.000 RH OBD 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. o - 2 00 SETA 0.000 REFL 3.0200 F-T.REF 
 3.5400 
 FT. 
o - 10.000 XNRF 4.2210 FT. 




SCALE 4.0000 FER CE
 
DATA HIST. COE V
 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC023 BIW3V3EN1 (ECFD30) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 85
 
- - - - - - - -
I 











no0 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .130 .35 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO 
SYMOL ELEVVH FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 











XNRF 4.2210 FT. 
0.000 YNRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
DATA HISo CODE V 
L5WT..240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) B1W3V3ENI. (ECFO3O) 08 JAN 71 PAGE at 












Q. - SETA I000 .0 	 ES 9.80 S. 
RES0.500 FT
 
o - to XR 20 FT.
 
A 30.000 BETA 	 0.000RES .509 SFT. 
t 0.030 	 ZRP 0.8670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CEDATA MIST. CODE Y*A 

LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCR02) B1W3V3EN1EN3 (ACFD3i) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 87 
















o7- - If - -ET -EF I.80 VQ- -. 
t-­
o -. 0 00RF .00 T 








S T 240 4 0 P PRAMERIC VALUE AC0 1 08 J N 1REFERENCAE 68RAIO 
EFFECT OF FULL SPAN ELEVON(EN1EN3) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITERU32)

.40 i i , I• I :. 
A 1 
---------------------------- :lz 







0 Z0.000 - I0 - - - - - - 0 FT--
i n 1 1 1 1 a 1 D 5202 
0 15 I I R0 
REFL 4.2210 FT. 
A 2.00YNRF 0.0000 FT. 
h 0.000 ZMHF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. COE V*A SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HOR ORBITERL 02) B1W3V3EN1EN3 CACFD31) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 89 







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Sf904. ELEVOW FARAMETRTC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 




 REFS 3.5400 FT.
2.000 
 o 500XNRF 	 4.2210 FT. 
4 10.000 	 YNRP 0.0000 FT.
 
b. 	 0.000 Z$RP a.6670 FT. 
4:,00 F cDATA MIST. CODE V*ASCL 
L-SWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) B1-W3V3EN1EN3- CACFD3I) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 90 
- - - -




















m 0.0 0RF 
0 -3.O BEAREFS 9.5409 SQFT . 
- 15.000 XNRP 4.2210 FT, 
N10G000L A.P000 YARTAK FT 
0.000 ZHRP D06670 FT.
 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
 DATA HIST, CODE V*A 

LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) BIW3V3ENIEN3 CACFD31) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 91
 
0.9 









-."16 .14 .12" .10 . .08 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -,06 -. 08 -. 10 -,12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 2O 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL ELEVLn FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATI ON 
d - 50.009 SETA 0.000 






















LSWT 2404.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) B1W3V3EN1EN3 CACF'031) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 92 





















.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .250 .3 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO 
SYMBOL ELEV PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
O - 30.000 BETA 0.050 REFS 9.5800 SQFT. 
o - 20.o0 REFL 3.0200 FT. 








0.000 ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. COVE V*A SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BIW3V3ENIEN3 (ACFO31) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 93
 







.05 '.10 .20 .25 . 30 .35 . .4005 .15 
DRAG COEFFrCIENT, CD
 
SYMBOL ELEVOW . PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
,I5 30.00 BETA 0.00o REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
00 0 - 5 OOREFS REFL 3.02003.5400 FT.FT. 
-5.009 Xt0NRP 4.2210 F"T. 
A -10.000 YMRP 0.0o FT. 
0.000 NDo~oCATA *COE V4A ZHRPSCALE 0.66704.0000 FT.PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BIW3V3EN1EN3 (ACFD31) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 
 94 
















1 -55 0 510120Z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET-SYMBOL C0OnIIURAT2GN DESCRIPTION PARAMAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(TCFO28) 0 LSWT 24D 5IW3VSENIEN3 ELEVOfl=-20 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.(TCF027; 0 LSWI Z49 SI$53V3EN ELEVOW -20 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
CTCF0ZOJ 0 LSWT 240 £lW3V3 ELEVOUZO AILRON09/0 REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRF 0 .6670 Fr. 
FLAP,S o1ooo SCALE 4 .0000 PER CE 
RPAGE 95 




S -- t - - - - - - - - ----L14 
I L 
f I 
-. ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALpHA. DEGREES 
QATA SfT SYMBOL CC FI&URATI t OESCRJFTI@f PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREMCE INFORMATIONXMF..200 FT 
qcrozo' C L$14T 240 SIW3V3ENIEN5 ELEVON-Z0 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5000 S0.FT. 
kTCFbZT, 0 L$WT .240 51w3V3EN1: ELEVON:-20 : REFL 3.OZ00 FT. 
UttD20, 0 LSWT 240 BIW3VS ,ELFV0Nz0 AILRa4:Of0 REFB 3.5400 FT. 
YNRP 0,0000 FT.
 













[ I if AA7 -
Id] .204 2210 FT'
.15









ANL OF ATAK ALHDERE
 
Z T F Z I L W 3 ~ L V N -2 '4 ,l3 E L3 0 0 T 
.10 
Y F D :D U FT:
I, 













TCFO2 O' C LS T $40 I W}V S Ni~EN ELEVON -- 0 (TCFO 2T' fC LS WT 40 8114/3VEN 1 ELEV ON:-20 
 R FB 3.5400 FT.40 8W3V3 LEVON:0 AI LRON=/O 
XMRP 4.22±0 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 
( TCFZ0 0 LSg7 
0*66820 '
 
SCALE 4.01000 PER CE
 





CtIPARISION OF FULL AND PART SPAN ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
--- I L ---------- r---
S 
 -c-t-i­





PASE 1SYBO CmIGRTC DECRP C PAAETI VAUSREEEC INFORATIO 
k D 27 l LSW ZI Bi 33N "LVN Z RF 3.0200 FT. 
TtO2 ;D [ 3W k4 81 V LVN0 AILO=/a 350 T 
. 1 . 10 ' I0 I52 











COMPARISION OF FULL AND PART SPAN ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 




















-- F0.67 FT. 
ANGE.P TTCK.APH..EGEE
 
DAASTSIBLCNIUAINDSRITO AAERCVLE EEEC -IRION 
- 1 -50 5 10 15 z 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON01URATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
fTCFDZ} 0 LSWT Z40 BlWSy5ENIEN3 ZLEVOW=-ZO KTA 0.009 REFS 9.5aDD SQ.FT.
 
(TCFDZ?) C3 LSWT 24a BlWSV3ENI ELEVCN=-ZO REFL 3.0200 FT.
 
(TCFDZO) 0 - LSWT 240 SIW3V3 ELEVON=O AILR O/0 REFS 3.5400 FT.
 




ZHRP 0 .6670 FT.
 




COmPARJSJN OF FULL AND PART SPAN ELEVONOEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
I I 
Ull. . ! !I64 '
 






* 2 II l I I II ~ l I 
LL 02 
SET S BO C]IIbTO INOMAINT ON DEC9 REFEENC 




L SW T - * &I2 0 
~~~~~~~ -0 -1 1 -0 ­
-- - Il- -EI C y O 

.46~ ~~~~ ~~~~ .- 0 .2 .6 -0 .0 -A-f-0-0 -. -.2 .1-
YNP .00.FT 
PITCHIN COFFT.N. L 0.MEN0 
SCALE 4.0010 FT. C 


















-. 00o .05 If,0.1 .20 .25 .30 .35 .4o 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 































C§MPARIS1OM OF FULL AND PART SPAN: FLEVON DEFLECTIONS ON, THE HCR ORBITERC02) 
J,1 1 , 4 , , V 1 L1 1 . . 1/ 










DATA SET SYMBQOL CON4FIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,cCPZ) 0.LSWI 240 -BIW3V3EN1EN5,5LEVON=-2O BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 541..FT. 
fYtFpZ,) 0 LSWT 240 BiW3V3ENI ELEVONr-ZO REFL 3.0200 FT. 






























-0 -5 0 5 15 20 Z35-10 in 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 





LSWT Z40 BIWSV3ENIEN3 ELEVOW=9 
LSWT 245 BIW3V3ENIEN3 ELEVOt=-15 
AILRONO/-30 
AILRON±D/0 






CTCFDZO) 0 LSWT 240 B1W3Y3 ELEVN ;O AILRCNO/0 REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 












ANGLE. OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI&URATION DESCRIFTION FARAMeTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
£TCFTS2) Q LSWT Z4q . BIWV3ENIFN3 ELEVONrO AILRON:O/-30 'BETA 0.0 REPS 9.5r00 SG.FT. 
ITCFO31)
(TCFO25O " 








YMRF 0.0000 FT. 






















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAi DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION~ DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CTCrr32, C LSWT 240 BIW3YSENIENS ELEVOV=0 AILrONZD/-30 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SO.FT.
~TCoFl )0 LSWT 249 BIW3VJENIENS E.LEVONZ-15 AILROtIZ0/0 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
(1CFDZO) 0 .1.5WT Z40 31W3Yv3 eLEVON=0 AILRONO,0 REPS 3.5400 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
ANGLE.F A CSCALE 4A.0A000 PER CE 
PAGE 105 






V55 10 15 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMtBOL CCAFLOURAT ION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALuES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(Ttr52) C) LSWT 240 aIW3V3ENlEN3 ELEVOt4=0 AILRONO0/'30 BETA 0.00a REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.

etrtb~lx1 0 LSWT 240 djW33EN:ENS ELEVON:'-15 AILR0N=0/0 REFL 3.0200 FT.
 
iTCrozo, 0 LSWT 249 dlIW3V3 ELtVON:0 AILR0N0O/0 REFS 3.5400 Fr.
 
YMRP 0.0000 Fr. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
FLAP.8 O.p SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
 
PAGE 106 














25 -10 5 10 15 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
ITCFTZ C LSgT 240 BIW3V3ENIEN3 ELEVON=0 AjLR O=O/-30 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
ICFO31 0 LSJT 240 BIW3V3ENIEN3 ELEVO4-15 AILRON=9/0 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
(TCF0201 0 LST 240 BIW3V3 ELEVON=0 Al LRON=0/0 REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XXRP 4.2210 FT. 
YHRP 0.000 FT. 
ZXRP 0.6670 FT.
 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
 FLAAB 0.00O 
PAGE 107 
--
EFFECTOFULL SPAN AILERON(ENIEN3) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 











-- i - .005 
-. 020 
a 
Lu ANL OFATC.APA ERE 
--i0 °] 4.010 
S 1 --O. -- - - 5202 
.000 -. 90 T 
ZMRF 4.6679 Ff.
 
FLA2B a.oo SCALE 4.000 .ER CC
 
PAGE l0­




















- "4 1 -1 -5 0 5 10 15 ." RI25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
D3ATA SET SYMBOL ¢CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION/ FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
TCFT321 0 LSWT Z493 BIW3V3ENlEN3 ELE Cfl=g AILRON=0/-30 BETA D.uo0 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
TCFr 31; 0 LSWT 2403 BI /3V3ENIEN3 ELEVON=-IS AILRON=0/0 REFL 3.0209 FT. 
( TCFDZ0 * L$ST 240 BlW3V3 ELEVON--O A ILRON=0/0 REFB 3.5400 FT. 





SCALE 4.0000 FER CE
FLAF.8 0.000 

PAGE 1 09 
















-15 -10 5 0 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(TCfTS3z 0 LSWT 240 BIW3V3ENIEN3 ELEVON= AILRON:0/-30 BETA 0.000 - REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.
 
(TCFC 0 LSWJ 24S SiW3V3ENIEN3 ELEVON=-15 AILRON=0/0 REFL 3.0OO FT.
 








SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
FLAP , .0.000 
PAGE 110
 




















S -. 0420-1 -5051 -1 0202-. 2 .5-0- 5i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIOURATZIN DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(JCFT3Z 0 LSWT 240 BIWSV3ENIEN3 ELEVON=Z AILRON=O/-30 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SOFT. 
:JCF031) [ LSWT 240 SII3VENIEN ELEVON:-15 AILRON=O/0 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
(JCF20 ) 0 LSWT 240 B1W3V3 ELEVON=0 AILRON40/0 REFB 3.5400 FT. 











- - - - -
-
0 
EFFECT OF FULL SPAN AILERON(ENIEN3] DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(023
 

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 





























YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.6670 FT. 
FLAP.P 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
1.00 
PAGE 112 










 iI- 0.61 




-0.3 I I 
-0.1 
0.4 
-. 10l .14 .12 .10 .08 .00 .04 .02 .00 --.02 -.04 -.06 -.08 -.10 -.12 -.14 -.16 -. 18S-.20
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
OAA SET SYMBOL CO6FIGJATLOI1 OESCR1T1O 
. PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(TCFT32I 0 i-SW? 240 31U3V3EN1EN3 ELEVO' A1LR =l0/-30 BETA 0.000 REF'S 9.5300 325.TCTCFO3I) I LINT 240 B1W3V3ENIEN3 ELEV :J-15 AILROI=±/0 REF- 3.0200 FT. ( TCFO20f 0 i-LSlT 240 01F3V3 ELE VC4=0 A LRON'0/0 REFO 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZI4RF 0.6670 FT.FLAP,8 0.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 113
 








DATA SET SYMSOL 
jT FT32J C 
TD3 0 
(TC D00 0 
CO4FIOURATJ DESCRIPTION 
LSI4T ?40 01W3V3EN.1EN3 ELEVONO 
LSWT ?40 BIW3V3ENIENJ ELEV fl-l5 
LSWT 240 6h45V3 ELEV OL' 
... 
FL~B 0 0SCALE 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 




REPS 9.5800 SQSFT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REED 3.5400 FT. 
XNRP 4.22±0 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZIRP 0.6670 FT. 
4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 114 
--- --











-O.001 .05 .10 .15 .20 ".25 .30 .35 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CC
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CTCFT32) 0 LSWT 241 SIW3V3ENIEN3 ELEVON:0 AJLROW=0/-30 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5000 SQ.FT. 
CTCFD31) 0 LSWT 240 BIWSV3EN1EN3 ELEVON:-15 AILRON::0/ REFL 3.0200 FT. 
(TCFD2D 0 LSWT 240 S1W3V3 ELEVON=0 AILRON=D/0 REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 , FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT.
 








°'S 15-0a3to1 02 
--- -0.0- - -
AUJGLE OF A TktK. 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATIOJ DESCRIPTIONJ 
JE~b,2z 0 LSWT 249, BIW3V~iENE3 AtLROfl±01-30 ELEVON=O B04S 
;rFizn? 0 LSUT Z4Q SIWSVSENS3 $fLEROJ 2g,-2oELEVON~o






REFS 9.5800 S05.T 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XNRP 4.22±0 FT. 
YNRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
4.0000 PER CE 
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OATAS ;TS-1D C UA20 10
D 25
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 0CWFIOURATION PARAMETRIC VALUES
DESCRIFTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(TCF032) ) L$WT 240 SIW3V3ENIEN3 AILR0N=0/-30 ELEVON=O BETA 0.000 REFS 9.50O1 S.FT. 
(TCFD29) 0 LSWT 24S 5IW3V3EN3 AILERON=20/-2OELEVON:0 REFL 3.020D FT. 
(TCFO20) 0 LSWT 240 BIW3V5 ELEVON:0 AILRON=0/0 REFS 3.5409 FT. 
XNRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 




COMPARISONfOF VARIOUS AILERON DEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBFTER(02)
 













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATIOCN
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 9.5800 S0.Fr.DATA SET SYMBO0L C0'4F!&URAT!0N 
DESCRIPTION 
, TCFP3Z) (I L$WT 240 *IWSV3ENItN3 AILRONOD/-30 ELEYONOU BETA 0,000 3.0200 FT.
 grCFlzg, [I LSWT 240 BiW3V3EflS AILER0N:2U/-20ELEV0t4=O RCFL 
(rCFDaoi 0 L$WT 240 B1W3V3 ELEVON=0 AILRON=O,0 REFS 3.5400 FT.
 




 4 .0000 PER CE
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5 in 15 20 25
is -10 - 5 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(TCF032 0 LSUT 240 BXWSV3ENIEN3 AILRON=O/-3Q ELEVONQ BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
(TCF029) C LSWT 240 BIW3V3EN3 A1LERON=20/-2OELEV0ON REFL 3.0200 FT. 
DATA SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC 
















COMPARISON OF VARIOUS AILERON DEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
-----------------. -----­-





-' 50- 5 a 5 10 is 20 25 
":ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES 
pAe SET 31MBOL 
l(el'321 0 
, rcFVZg 0 
' TCF'Za) 0 
CCWFGURATICN DESCRZFT]C 
LswT 241 31W3V3ENIEN3 A)L.C)=0/-39 
LSWT W4i blw3V3EN3 AlLER0N=Z0/-2








VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATI N 
REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
REFL 3.0Za0 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XNRF 4.2219 FT. 
YMRF 9 Cooo FT. 
0 :6670 FT: 
FLAPS 0.000 
•SCALE 4,aooO PER CE 
PAGE 120 
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS AILERON DEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBITER[(2)





-I I I :9 











-15 - 5 010 25 zo a5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(TCFO32 Q LSWT 240 BZWSV3ENSEN3 AILFON=O/-30 ELEVONl BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
(TCFDZ9) 0 LS T 240 BII3V3EN3 AILERON=2O/I20ELEVON= REFL 3.0200 FT. 


























Z -. 025 
15 -i " 0 5 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
tTce03Z) 0 LSWT 140 "BWi3kNIEN3 AALRON=o/-sO ELEVON=0 BETA b.biaO 
IC'eFD201 0 LSWT 240 W.1bW3V3EN3 AZLERON-20/-OELEVON=Oj4FDaZQI 0 LSWT Z40 81iW3V3 ELEVON=d AILRON=O/0 
FLAP.B 
15 20 25 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.5800 S0.FT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XHRF 4.2210 FT. 
YNRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.00C0 PER CE 
PAGE 122 

















"' 1 -O-5 51015 20E 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
V.TA -SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000" REFS 9.5800 $2FT 
ITCFD29) 0 LSWT 2450 6I W3VEN3 AILER0N=20/-Z0ELEVON=9 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
(TCFDZD ) 0 LSWT Z40 BIW3V3 ELEVON=O A 1LRON=O/O REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XmRP 4.2210 FT.
 
Y " P 0,00D0 FT:
 
ZMRF 0 .66TO FT.
 
FLAP B 0.000 

I TCFD3Z) 0 LSWT 240 BIW3V3ENIEN3 AILROW 0/-30-- ELEVN=9 
SCALE 4 .06g0 FE; C
 
PAGE 123 


























-15 -10 -l5 0 
 25
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COF10URATIOI DESCRIFTION FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(4CtQ33z . LSWT 240 BIW3y3EigtN3 AILRON=/-30 ELEVO=O BETA REFS
0.000 	 9.5800 SQ.FT,
4,F029 0 LSJT 240 61W3V3EN3 AILEONZJ/e2OELEVON0= REFL 3.0200 FT.
Jpoa2q) * LSVT 2 o SiW5V3' ELEVON::0 AILRON=0/ .	 REFB 3.5400 FT. 









- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.045 
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS AILERON DEFLECTIONS ON THE HCR ORBITERCOZ)

.05D 




S­n- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - ­
-. 003 
-1 aisY - 1120e
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(JCFD3?) 0 LSWT Z40 BlW3V3ENIEN3 AILRON=D/-30 ELEVON=G BETA 0 .900 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
{JCFDZ9) LSWT 240 BlW3V3EN3 AILER0N=2O/-ZOELEVON=O REFL 3.0200 FT.
 
CJCFD20G LSWT 240 SIW3V3 ELEVON=0 AI LRCV4=0/0 REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XHR. 42210- FT.
 
YHRP 0:0000O FT. 
ZMRP 0 .6670 FT. 
FLAPB 0.000 SCALE 4.00110 PER CE
 
PAGE 125 
COHeARISON:OF VARIOUS AILERON DEFLECTIONS.ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
0°? 
0.3i I- II II -
0.5 







-O I 14 *2 ,O O . .V4 .02 .00 ..------- 1 -°6-----00 -. 10 -12 -. 14 -. 10 -. ±O -. aO 
*pITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 










SIWSVSENE£N3 AILF c*HO'-3 ELEVONrO 
1W3V3EN3 AILERON;20/-2OELEVONZO 
81W3V3 EL.EVOflC $ILRO =q/0 









''XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YNRFZMRF 0.00000.0670 FT.FT. 
VLF8 o;vbo SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
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- .'on .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
rTCF03ZZ 0 LSWT 240 BIW3V3ENIEN3 AILROH=:/-30 ELEVON:= BETA 0.00 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
(TCFD29) 3 LSWT 249 aIW3V3EN3 AILERONZ20-20ELEVON=: 	 REFL 3.0200 FT. 






















00 0 10.52 
DRAG COEFFICIENT; CO 







LSWT 240 BIW3V3ENIENS 
LSWT o BiU3V3EN3 
















YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE A.OOD PER CE. 
FLAP.B 0PG 12 
PAGE 128 















- 0 .0 is - 0 - 05i s 15 2D 2 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL FLAPB PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 30.000 BETA 0.060 ELEVON - 15.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
o - 15.000 REFL 3.0200 FT.REFB 3.5400 FT: 
0.0O0 XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
A 15.000 YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4,0000 FER CE 
DATA MIST. CODER *A 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HOR ORBITERCO2) B1W3V3EN1EN3FB1 CACFD34) 09 JAN 71 PAGE 129 
--














-ISZ -505I 15 20 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNBL FLAFPB FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
d - 30.006 BETA 0.oo ELEVCN - 15.000 REFS 9,5:00 SQ.FT. 
- 15.000 REFLREFS 3.02003,5400 FT.FT. 
C 0000 XHRP 4.2210 FT 
15.000 YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
Z8RP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA HIST. COVE V*A SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BIW3V3EN1EN3FB CACFU34) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 130
 
- --------




 [ I 1 t'i 
I I I 
en 
z- 7 
30 .0. I ET 0.0 LVO - [500RF .80 S .T
oI s~o IEI .000 FT 
15 -- - 1-- -- -5 -- --- -- -- -- --- -- -- --
XMP 4210 Fr. 
A - 000 BEA500 LVN.000 000RP 0.000D SFT. 
ZMRP O.G6?0 FT. 
DATA MIST. CODE V*A SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(022 1W3V3EN1EN3FB1 CACFO34) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 131 







_j 	 y 
F''
 
Li­ j -	 . -20 '" REF O 
25
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5ym4jL FLAP.B PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1: 	 so~ov~ artA . b kLkvoJ - 15.000 REFS 9:5800 SQFT. 
ii s~odREFS 3.5400 FT.
~. 01000 XMRF 4.2210 FT.
 
ioo 
 MtW 0.0000 FT:
 
SAE 400 E
DATA MIST. CODE V*A 

LSWT 24d 4.0 HCR ORBITERCO?) R1W3V3EN1EN3PBI CACPD34) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 132
 







is in 15LI I [1
 
ANGLE OF ATTAC ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOOL FLAP,.8 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 30.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVON - 15.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
REFL 3.0200 T.

- 15.000r 0.09,00 
 XR 4.02210 FT.

" o- -REPO 3.5400 FT.
 




OATA 1 ST. COOE V*A SCALE - 4.0000 PER CE
 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BIW3V3EN1EN3FBI CACFD34) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 133
 






-IoI	 If 1 1
-IA1'1 
'OJ16 	 .i4 .1 ".10 -09 .66 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -.D4 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENTo CLM
 
SYrBOL FLAF,8 rARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
- a.o0o BETA dlS.00 ECtVON - 15.000 	 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.





4 	 . ooo XHRP 4.2210 FT. 
Ai.000 YNPF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT.
 
DATA Mlef. COVE V*A SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
 
L.SVT z40 4.0 PC HCR ORBI tERCO23 B1W3V3EN1EN3FB1 CACF034) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 134
 
















".*000 .05 .1b .15 .20 .25 




SYMBOL FLAFO FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 BETA 0.900 ELEVN - 15.000 REFS 9.5800 SQFT. 
o - 15.000 REFL 3.0200 FT.
 
REFS 3.5400 FT.
o O.Ooo XHRF 4.2210 FT. 
A 15.000 YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
Z7RF 0 .6670 FT:
 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
 
DATA HIST. CODE V4A 
LSWT 240 4.,0 PC HCR ORBITERC023 B1W3V3EN1EN3FB1 CACFO34) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 135
 







05 is .- .3--- -o .-- 3-- .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
SYSmOL FLAPO PARAMETRIC VALUEA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30,000 BETA d.oo' EIAEVON - 15.0oo REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
15,000 Fr.. q J5*OO REFLS 3.!02004  FT. 
s 
0 001 XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
15,000 YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
. ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
DATA2 HLSTo,COE OA 
LS*;WT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) BIW3V3ENIEN3FB1 LACFD34) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 136
 
















-Q * I 
-0.3 
-0.5 
is -10 -5 0 5 10 is 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFGURATON DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CKCF031 0 LSUT 240 BIW2V3EN1EN3 FB10 BETA 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFS B.5800 SQ.FT. 
(8CFD34) 0 LSWT 240 BIW3V3EMNIEN3 FBI OFF ELEVON - 15.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 137
 
















-Z25 -10 -­ 5 0 O15 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,- DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF)OURATION DESCRIPTIOf PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(KCFD32) C) LSWT 240 SIW3V3ENIEN3 FBI:0 BETA 0.000 AILRON 





REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XNRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 138 
---------------------













.00 - --- --
-
•*-1-l- B 015 
 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIQURATIOC CESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(KCFD31 0 LSWT 240 BIW3V3ENIEN3 FBI=9 BETA 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
(BCFD3A 0 LSWT 240 BIW3V3ENIENS FBI OFF ELEVON - 15.000 REEL 3.020 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 





COMPARISON OFTHE HCR ORBITERC022 WITH BODY FLAP(F51) AND WITH BODY FLAP OFF
 
-0- . . .
 









 _ 9 
$Y -05l1 20 25 
oq reS5YUO0L 
cI gnsn c 
crI.ElS0 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIOLUiAT!0N 0ESCR1PTI#N PARANETRiC VALUES 
LSWT 240 S1WfV3EP1EN3 FPI=r 0ETA ­ 0.00 AILRON 
LSWr 240 P2W3V3EN1E 3 rP; PtF E.EVOft - 15.000 
0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REB 3.5400 FT. 
XNRF 4.2210 FT. 
0.Ra0000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.00a00 PER CE 
PAGE 140 
--- --- --- --- --- --- -----------------
- -




.04~- -- i i:- ­
.04 
C3L) 
LL .00 - --- - - ­
I-l 
Ld 




-r -10 -5 5 10 15 20 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C ftPIGURATI0N DESCRI#TICN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCC INFORMATION 
(KCFD31) 0 LSWT 249 BIW3V3ENZEN3 F81=O BETA 0.000 AILROQ 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
CBCF034) [ LSWT 240 BIW3V3EFIEN3 FB1 OFF ELEVON - 15.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XNRP 4.2210 FT. 
YNRP D0G00 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT.
 














.D516 .24 .12 .2,0 .08 .08 .04 .02 .00 -. 0Z .04 -. 06 -. 08 -,40 -. 12 -. 14 -. 6 .18 -. 2O 
:" PITCHtNG MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
STY SYMIDOL C¢fFI&URATIO OESCRIPTIO* PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
uKcqqsx, 0 LSVT 240 81W3V3EN1EN3 fBIsO BETA 0.000 ALLRON 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.








FLF5 090SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 142
 

















- j°uO .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIOURATI4 DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(KCFO31) 0 LSWT 240 BIW3V3ENIEN3 F5l=o BETA 0.00 AILRON 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
(BCF34) 0 LSWT 240 81W3V3EN1EN3 FBI OFF ELEVON - 15.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.54Q0 FT. 
XHRF 4.2210 FT. 
YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
FLAP;8 0.000 SCALE 4.0000 ER CE 
PAGE 143 



















9414A SET SYMBOL C0CJFOURAT14N DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES .REFERENCE INFORMATION 
jC;Fp3I ) 0 sw 2ST408±WV3ENIEN3 Ebi:0 BETA 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFS 9.5800 S.T.
nCP4LSWT 24 BIhJV3ENiEU3$ FBI OFF ELEVON - 15.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XHRF 4.2210, FT. 
YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.6070 FT­
;LAF,B o. poo SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 144 























-R--- .- 0 FT. 
ATA 0IST. V-ACLDE 
 SCALE 4 .0 0 F CE
 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) B1W3V3ENIEN3F81 SACFD35CPAGE
08 JAN 71 45
 































DATA VlSI.. COOE ViA 
LSW7 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2J B1W3V3ENIEN3FB1 CACFO35) 
ZHRP 
SCALE 












.35 It_ I 
.25­
F-r 





[R ,' . ZZ10 T 




SZNBQL -0 0,0 FT.
 
ELESf PALIETRC4ALUS IDOR$AR!ON a- ZO000 BEA 0.0 FAg-T000 REP 9580VSQFT 




LSW RB.TR(OJ20 40 IWV3EIE3FI CCFSCALEJ PA00E PER C 
- - - -
£FFECJ FFULL .SPAN ELEVN OlFLECTTON ON TE;HCR.,ORBITERCO2) WITH BODY FLAP
 
IL 








REFL 3.0200 FT. 
b 10.000 o REFB XHRF 3.5400 4.Z210 FT. FT. 
YHRP 0.0000 T 







LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) B1W3V3ENIEN3FB1 CACFD35) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 148
 
-EFFECT OF-FULL SPAN ELEVON DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITERC02) WITH BODY FLAP
 





.0 4-H-- Ea Fr I 
LL ­





SCALP 40660 FT: ¢
 
4.00 PR E
DATA MIlST. CODE V*ASCL 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC0.2) BIW3V3ENIEN3FBI CACFD35) 08 JAN 71 PACE 149 








SETA O FA - -l.-000- F-­
-0.4 
- - -000 
It 
-. -R4.22±0 FT. 
S~~~ ' FR RCVAUS, ~O E If RFR C NOMTO 











?.0130 BET C: FLI, 3000 REFS 9.5400 SQFT. 










. :- ; ZmRP 0.6670 FT. 
'l OO V=A. j. SCOLE 4.0000 PER CE 
DATA MIT (D * 
L,T -240, ..O PC V,.R ORBI'TEFfC02) 8IW3V3ENIEN3F81 CACF035) 08 J.IAN 71 PAGE 150 










-0.-5 0 .0 .1 .15 ,2 .25 .30 .35 .40 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CO 

























ZNRP 0.6670 FT: 
DATA MIST. CODE VA SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER[02) 81W3V3ENIEN3FBI CACFO35I 08 JAN 71 PAGE 151
 












- d,". 5 " .
10 .E. D .25 • 30 . 35 ' .40 
DRAG COEFFj IENT, CD
 
STRZOL ELEV6-








4 .2 2 10 F T . 
• 	 , YMRP 0.0000 FT.
ZMR P 0 . 6 6 7 0 F T.DATA HI SS CODE 'V*A S ¢ALE 4.0000 FER CE
L 	 " SW 3 4. 0 PC 	 ,
CR ORBI'-TERC023 BlW3V3ENlEN3FBI CACFD35) 0.J N 
7 
7 A E 1 2 












-0.3 -722 - -- - -­
40 -35 -30 -25" -20 -15" -10 -50 10
 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







4 .22 10 
FT.FT: 
FT. 
A 4.000 YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
2.000 ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
0.000 DATA HIST. CODE V*AI SCALE 4 .0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER BIW3V3ENI CICFD30) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 153
 











-5 -5 -2 - - - - ­
8.30 

-1 YNRP 00.000 FT. 
2N ZNRF 0.2210 FT. 
b 10000 DATA MIST. CODE V*At SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC.HCR ORBITER B1W3V3EN1 CICFD30J 08 JAN 71 PAGE 154 
I 
I 
EFFECT OF'PART SPAN ELEVONCENI) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITERC02)
 














-S-5 -30 -23 -2015 	 01 5 20 
-ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES 

SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 14.000 BETA 0.000 	 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
o 16.0,0 	 REFL 3.0200 FT.REFB 3.5400 FT.
 
0 18.000 	 XNR. 4.2210 FT. 




SCALE 4.0000 pER CE 
DATA MIST. COE V*AAI 
LSWT 240. 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER BIW3V3ENI 	 CICFD30) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 155
 
EFFECT 'OF PART SPAN ELEVON(ENI) DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
I 4 1 1 1 1111 I I I 
.12
 










T -. 2210 1F 
-. 14 
-,a -33 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 10 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA .,FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
- 10.000 BETA 3.00 REFS 9.5800 SG.FT. 
REFL 3,O?00 FT.A.000 REFS 3,540D FT.
 
6.000 XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
4.000 YHRF 0.0000 FT.
ZHRP 0.6670 FT. 
- .000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
0.000 DATA MIST. CODE V*AI
 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER B1W3V3EN1 CICFD30) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 156
 


















o 0.00RES2 0 BEA 3.5400 SFT 
0 0.000 XNRF 4. Z10 FT. 
A 0.000 YHR 0.0000 FT. 
6 10.000 ZNRF 0.66m0 FT. 
B 12.000 DATA ISlT. CODE V*AJSCL 4. 0 PR E
 
LSWT 240 4.0.PC HCR ORBITER BIW3V3EN1 CICF030) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 157 
,EFFECT fOF PART SPAN ELEVONCENI) DEFLECT.ION ON THE 1CR ORBITERC02)
 
.4 - -----E- u 
08 
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-40~~ -5 -- - -2 -1 -- - -0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
s'hOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 















A 20.000 YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.0070 FT. 
DATA MIST. CODE LAE 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
L$WT 240 4. 0 PC CR ORBITER BIW3V3EN1 08 JAN 71 RCF030) 158
PAGE 












-30XM -2F-T-1:5 -2521 
40 F 
4±.000 ET 0.00 REF 9.50Doan FT. 
LSWT 
- 2.000 
0.000 DATA MIST. CODE V*AISCL 
240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER B1W3V3EN1 CICF030) 
ZNRP 

























-3Q5 . -30 3-2 	 1 1 5a51 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
srnBoL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUCS 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 '2.000 BETA .0 	 REFS 9.5600 Sos.T 
4.000 	 REFL 3.020D FT. 
b .oo., REFB 3.40 FT. 
0.000 YHRF a.0000 FT
 
10 -ZMRP FT.
i.000 	 0.6610 

SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
S 2.000 DATA kIST. CODE V*AI 
LtSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER B1W3V3EN1 	 08 JAN 71 PAGE 160TICFD3O) 

EFFECT OF"PART SPAN ELEVONCENlI DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
.35 - - . - - - - - - - -­
.30 








1 -1-_0 -5 	 0
.0 -5-0-2
D	 -20 -15 -lu 5 O51 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLEi ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYNBOL ALFMA PARAMETRJC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORIIATION
 
o 14.000 BETA, O.o0 	 REFS 9.5s00 SQFT. 
REFL 3:0200 FT,
o 16.000 RCFB 3 .5400 FT. 
o ±0.000 	 XNRP 4.2210 FT. 




SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
DATA MIST. CODE V4A[ 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER BIW3V3ENI 	 CICF030) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 161
 











-40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 I0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
9YrNO iLrn FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-0.060 BETA 0.00U REFS 9 5800 SQ FT. 
- e.009 REFL 30200 FT:
 
REFB 3.5400 FT.
o - 6.000 XNRP 4.2210 FT. 
- 4.000 YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
S- a.Oo ZMRp 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 FER CE
0.000 DATA NJST. CODE V*AI 
ESWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BIW3V3EN1EN3 CICFO31) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 162
 











M E- 0 2 0 - 9 EPP5 	 2 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 2.000 BETA 0.009 REFS 9.500 SQ.FT. 
El A.000 REEL 5.0200 FT. 
.00REFB 	 3.5400 Fr.
o 	 . 42210 FT. 
A 0.000 YHRF a0.0000 FT. 
10.ooo ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
L~ 12.000 DATA MIST. CODE V*A ISCL 4:0 PR E
 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) B1W3V3EN1EN3 CICFO31) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 163 
EFFECT OF FULL SPAN ELEVONENIEN3'DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
,UP­







-40 -3 - -30 -25 -2D -15 -10 - 5- 0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 14.000 BETA 0.000 	 REFS 9.580D SQ.FT.
1 	 6.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFR 3.5400 FT: 
* 0 20.00D XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
A ao.oo00 YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CEDATA MIST. CODE V*AI 

LSWT 240 4..0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BIW3V3ENIEN3 CICF0313 08 JAN 71 PAGE 164
 
1, 
- - - - - - -

















-'0 -35 -30 -25 -20. -13 -10 -5 0 5 1 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c) - 10.000 BETA 0.090 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
-3 8.000 REFL 3.0290 FT. 
REFS 3,5400 FT. 
600XMRF 4:2210 FT:
 
- 4.000 YMRF 0.0D00 FT.
 
- Z.000 ZMRF 0.6670 FT.
 
SCALE 4.0000 FER CE
0.000 DATA hIST. CODE V*AI 

LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) B1W3V3EN1EN3 CICFD31) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 165 














ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
S,4dOL ALPHA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
b d 2.000 4.500 BETA :. b.000 REFS REFL 9.;800 3.0200 SQs.T FT. 
6.000 REFBXMRF 3.54004.2210 FT. FT. 











LQWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORB'ITER(02) B1W3V3EN1EN3 CICFD31) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 166
 















SCALE 4'--"--- E-CE 
AD -5 -3 -25 -20 -15 - - --- -
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
51.0OL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 








A 20.000 ¥MRP a.O0000. FT. -







LSWT '240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC021 B1W3V3ENIEN3 CICF031) 08. JAN 71 PAGE 167 
EFFECT OF FULL SPAN ELEVON(ENIEN3) DEFLECTION ON'THE HCR ORBITER(02)

•.40 .7 
I 1' -'PF 
--- --- ---
---.-






.315AD 25-0-5 1 
6 . 00 6T .0RES 95oo SQ.F 
3.0200 FT.
b 900REFLU B*00REFB 3.5400 FT. 
b 6.000 XHRP 4 2210 FT: 
A.*D00 YMRP 0:0000 FT. 
20DZmRp 0 .6670 FT.
 
IE 4aOD PRC
 0.090 DATA MIST. CODE V*Ar 

'C'SWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BlW3V3ENIEN3 CICFD31) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 168 





, T 35 -30 -5 - - -1 - - -3 - ­
.3-------------1F-----------------------------------------------------

SYBL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORMIATI ON 
0 2.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 Sa.rl. 
o .0 EFL 5 .0260 Fr.0 .00REFS 3.5400 FT.o .000 XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
6.000 YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
10.000 ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
S 12.000 DATA MIST. CODE V*AI SCALE 4.000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC H-CR ORBUTER(02) BIW3V3EN1EN3 (ICPO31) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 169 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -











 4I21 T 
""TCODECIO ANGLE SCALEN 4DEGREESRC
MLESTN 

SrATALAPHA FARXETCVALUE REFRELE 4.NORMA ERON
 
L ±6.20 0 PC CR RITR0 B 083VE EN F3 . 3.0200PG FT.
 
LS .120 4 PC OT, 4CR 
















-35 -30 25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 10 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
StMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
- 0,000 BETA 0.000 FLAPgB - 30.900 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.
 
o .000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
.REFS FT.
35400 
o 00 XNRF 4.2210 FT. 
4.000 YMRF a.0000 FT.
 
2.000 ZMRP 0.6670 FT.
 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE
0.000 DATA MIST. CODE V*AI 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) 8IW3V3ENIEN3FB1 CICFD35) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 171
 
0.9 











-040 -35 -3v -25 -20 15. -10 - 5 0 5 10 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
" 2.000 BETA 0.000 FLAPB - 30.000 REFS 9.5800 SQFT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
4.000 REFS 3.5400 FT. 
0 6.000 XHRF 4.2210 FT. 
A 6.000 YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
Is 10.000 ZHRFSCALE 0.66704.16000 FT.PER CE 
l 1Z.000 DATA MIST. CODE V*Ax 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) B1W3V3ENIEN3FB1 CICF035) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 172 
- -






















-35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10
 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
DATA MIST. COVE V*AL 

SYMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 14.000 BETA 0.000 FLAFB - 30.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 






9.09S XHRF 4.2210 FT. 
20.000 YNRF 0.0030 FT. 
ZHRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BIW3V3EN1EN3FBI (ICF035) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 173
 








w I F 
-. 14 
CL- - - ----­







ELEVN ANLE.ELEVON, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARALIE7RIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION0- 10.000 BETA 0.000 FLAF,B - 30.000RFS 950 SO.o s.OOO REFL 3.0200 FT.S - .00REFB 
 3.5400 FT.4.000A .ooo XMRP 4.2210 FT.YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
- 2.900 
ZRP 0.6670 FT. 
Dk DATA MIST. CODE V*AI SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) BIW3V3ENIEN3FB1 ClCF035) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 174
 
0.000 













ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFb4A PARAMIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .000 BETA 0.000 FLAF,S - 30.000 REFS 9.5600 S0.FT. 
0 4.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
o .00REFB 3.5400 FT.0 600XMRF 4.2210 FT.A 8.000 YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
6. 0.0c ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
bl 12.00, DATA MIST. CODE I*MI SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCO2) B1W3V3EN1EN3FBI C1CF035) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 175 
EFFECT OF FULL SPAN ELEVON DEFLECTION ON THE HCR ORBITER(02) WITH BODY FLAP
 





















"-4 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 ±0
 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYNBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O :4.000 BETA 0.00S FLAF,R - 30.009 REFS 9.5800 SO.FT. 
pA 16.00020  0 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
o ±6.000 REFSXHRP 3.54004.22:0 FT. FT. 
YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. CODE V*AI &'ALE 4.0900 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERC02) BIW3V3EN1EN3FB1 CICF353 08 JAN 71 PAGE 176 









U c:I ,S 
U 
°3524 2 2 -5-051 [3 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a - 10.000 BETA 005 FLAF,S - 30.000 REFS 9.80 SQ.rT. 
o - 9.0"a REFL 3.0200 FT. 
600REFB 35500 FT. o - .00XMRF 4 .220 FT. 
A - 4.000 YHRF 0.0000 FT. 




Es 0.000 DATA MIST7. CODE V*AISCL 
LSW' 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITERCQ2) B1W3V3EN1EN3FBI CICFD353 08 JAN 71 PAGE 177 
---- ----- 
- --------------- 
















"40 -35 -30 -23 -20 -15 -20 5 0 5 lo 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 Z.500 BETA 0.000 FLAPB - 30.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 




6.o00 XMRF 4.2210 FT.
 
8.000 YHRP D.000O0 FT.
 
10,0o0o0 ZMRP 0.6670 FT.
 
4.0 PR E
 12.000 DATA MIST. COCE V*AISCL 

LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) BIW3V3ENIEN3FBl CICF035) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 178 
.40 









-40 -35 ---- 23 -20 1 -n 

ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 14.000 BETA 0.000 FLAF,B - 30.000 REFS 9.5800 SO.FT. 
o3 16.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
1000REFB 3.5400 FT. 
A 20.000 YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
Z F 0.6610 FT. 
DATA MIST. CODE V*AI SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02) B1W3V3ENIEN3FB1 (ICFD35) 08 JAN 71 PAGE 179
 
0 















RF . 0000 FT 
ZHRF 0.6670 FT.
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att> -. 004Z 
rn-










o I I 
<- - - "--1------------------­
w .0---------------- ------------------------------------ _ 
-- 5 0 1. 20 25o ANGLE O ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNS OL C~tJFZGURATIOl DESCR1PT10 FARANETHIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cocrHji, C LSWT 240 4.0 PC NCR ORSITEPW0Z) SIWS BETA - .0OO REPS 9.5800 So-PT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REPS 3.5400I PT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.O000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.6670 FT. 
































014 " - -. - -­
- 5 
LU 








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(O2) BI'3 BETA - 3.000 
ELEVON Q000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.5800 SO.FT, 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XHRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000D FT. 
ZNRF 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.00 0 PER CE 
PAGE 182 
-t 
LATERAL STABILITY DERIVATIVE FOR THE HCR ORBITER[02) WING-BODY
 
r .__ - - - - - - - - - - ----- T I... T r-" 









Ld ANL OF ATAKAPHDERE 
j ------- +---- -- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---
II---
------------.--- --- ­
-. 0 1 I [- I - -- - 00 PRC 




-5-10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 23 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
QATA STSYMBOL CONFIOURATI t DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
cGCrols) 0 S 240 4.0 PC HCR ORBITER(02] 81W3 BETA - 3.000 REFS 9.5800 S0.FT. 
REFL 3.0200 PT. 
REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.6070 FT. 




LATERAL STABILITY DERIVATIVE FOR THE HCR ORBITER(02) WING-BODY
 
004 1 
O- - - -,-. -- --




[ I l l 1 1 1l- - -
Lim 
P3 





> - 184LiPAG 

U]---------------------------------------------------------------- - ­
mF-. 001 FT 








-15 -10 0 5 0 15 20 25 
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-ANGLE 

DATA SET SYNSOL CONPXOURATI tJ DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCFOLI' 0 LSWT 240 4.0 PC NCR ORSITERC0ZI 81143 BETA - 3.000 REFS S.5800 SO.FT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REPS 3.5400 FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.5670 FT.
 





LATERAL STABILITY DERIVATIVE FOR THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
r -1 










-. 002----------.P-----------. . 
I
-J -~ 
I - -- -- -- -- -- -- ------- - - - - - - - ­
*I ---: : ......
 
-R -4r -r 1 20 F 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ST.SII4BOL Z tFIOURAI 4DESCRIFTTcJ FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION
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- - - --- - -
















>F -. 009 
ELVON 
(G Eff22),.~~~~~~~~~~~ ,.0P R TE OZ 1 V 
-YiR-
0.000 






 0 FT . 
0.6670 FT.440 0 PER CE 
PAGE 186 
-----------------------------------------
*LATERAL STABILITY DERIVATIVE FOR THE HCR ORBITER(02)

---------------------L -pI14 --- f------









w II I I I 
C- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C1 L 1 I ]
 
LEF I I0I 3] FTI
 
0 
ELI O l 90 IERC SCAL 4.0I 

10" I 15 20III 

(orl2 IWI2040 NROTROI 1W3V3 BEA - 300 ES 980 S.T 




















_ _ ------- --- -­ 4 
isD5-l 5 5 10 15 20 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 




LSWr 240 4.0 PC HCR OQBITE (OF) BIW3V3 BETA 
PARAMETRIC 
- 3.900 
VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT.
REFB 35400 FT. 
xHR 4 2210 FT
LiRj 0.0000 FT: 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT.SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 188 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --




- I --------------------------------------------------- ... -4 .... 
.0042 -.. .. .<V t 
LJ 




DULi. -- - - - - - - - - - - --- -i - - - - - t-- - - ­
-. 004ciI i 1 -1 
.0 
-01 - -- - --- '---------------------h-----:---
H-~~~~~RF .. 000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FT.--
REF 540 FT
 
< -. 00?0O FT 
RP 4.2210 FT: 
YRF 0 .5000 FT* 




RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS OF THE HCR ORBITERCO2)

"°°° -.j---L -












o- .001 - -,..- -






. . ... 
.. .. 4oC-001 
PAGE 1 ,--­








 XMJ 4 . 21 
r- .01 50Bl 1 02
 
C -----------------------------------------------------­r NL FATCAPA ERE 
o AGLEOFATTCKALHA.QEGEE 
ZRF 0°6ZOO FT. 


















"-. 01 1 01 02 
< ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SyMBOL CO FXGURA7Ic* DESCRIPTZcOt PARAMETRIC VALUES 




REFS 9.5800 SO.FT.REFL .. 0200 FT. 
REFB .. 5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.22i0 FT.YNR0 5,000 FT. 
Z1RP 0.6570 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 131 
----------------------------------------- ----------------------------
,RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS OF THE HCR ORBITER(02)






a .04----1 : 
cr 
la.] 
U-I i ! ,-
C--------------------------------------­
tD -1o is 1 : : 
a: -. 00 F 
-'010F 0 5EO 41. 221 FT 
REFLP 3.DODDO FT:
 
ZmRF 0 .6670 FT.

------- 0.0-0 SCALE 4.---- PER C 
PAGE 1.92 





























OATh SET Sfl400L CONFIGURATIOfl 0ESCRIFTIOl 
iGcFO2EJ 0 LSU1 240 4.0 IFC NCR ORBITER (C?) B1W3V3 





0.000 RUDDER 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFI 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFO 3.5.400 FT. 
XNRP 4.2210 FT. 
YNRS 0.001)0 FT. 
ZMRR 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 193 
------------------ 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS OF THE HCR ORBITERC02)
 









ANGLE-,OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OIEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI O 




0.000 RUDDER 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFrS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
REFL 3 02DO FT. 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4 .2210 FT: 
THUP a .O0O0 FT* 
ZMRF 0 .6670 FT:SCALE ...... 
PAGE 194 
-AILERON EFFECTIVENESS OF THE HCR ORBITER(02)
.005 : I '_l 



















0o AGLTO ATAKALHADGRE 
EIEV[N 0.00 AG OF AC A , DEGRE 
PAGE 195"1 
Li-15 1 5a530i 02 










































-. 00F5 S. 0 




2AT -:ToSuMO L FG AI DSRFI AAERCVLE EEEC NOHT 
15 10-50 510.52 0 T 
YRF 3.5400 FT. 
•ZNRF 0.4670 FT. 






AILERON EFFECTIVENESS OF THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 
.DIU 
I 	 IPt IA:II 	 [ iWm .0 06 
LIJI 
a_4 
- -.. - -...
C2 
0 
D7 -004 I ] I
 
-- - - - |(-" - - ­
to<Ci 
I	 ->- Ii 
0 
.w 1 	 - - -L I 
IL -.006 
i-10 	 -5 a 5 in 15 20 25 
'ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CCCFHZ9) 0 LSWT US0 4.0 PC NCR ORBITER(O2J 81W3V3 BETA 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFS 9.5800 S0.FT.





XHRP 4.2210 FT.YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 Fr. 
ELEVON 0.000 SCALE 	 4.000 PER CE 
PAGE 197 






























ANGLEOF ATACKALPA. DGREE 
yNLP 0.0000 FT 
PAGE 198 
AILERON-EFFECTIVENESS OF THE HCR ORBITER(02)
 























------ - - - - -
-­
0 -.. -. - -- -i 
- ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 




LSWT 240 .4.0PC NCR ORBITER(02) BlWr3V3 
LSWT 240 4.0 PC HCR ORSITER(02) BIW3V3 
BETA 
PARAME:TRIC VALUES 
0.900 AILRON 0.000 
REFEREN CE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.580a SG.FT, 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
RE F B 3 54 0 0 F T . 
IMRFiu  4,22100000 FT.FT-
CLrYON 0.00 
ZNRP 
3C:ALF 
0.6670 
4l.0000 
FT. 
PER CE 
PAGE 199 
